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THURSDAY — JANUARY SO, T97,8 • Ifir
s now go,ng an ct
t Y
... brands such as
Del Monte, Libby,
Crocker
' our everyday low
this special event.
?mum BEEF
IOAST lb 53c
G RIB lb 69c
STEAK lb 99c
TEAK $1.09
99(lb
BrandCan Any 
FIS
1 0 
LISWEET25cb
COFFEE
an
$1.49
;
HER
ICE
:E
29c
INSTANT
SANKA
— Large Jar —
89c
CAMPBELL'S
0 SOUP 10
SUNSHINE CRISPY
ERS 1 lb BOX 19c
:EWN MIX 49
KEARNEY, Nets — — A
Mike Minor., eight, apeafett at
police hea•iquarlers and told the
desk sergeant he had broken a
sereet Liget while playing base-
ball He said he wanted to pay
for the damage out of his allow-
ance money,-----
Police Patrol
New York
High School
NEW. YORK tlit —Police to-
day ext:ndeci special patrols ts
41 New York sch:iols to help
curb juvenile crime and haed-
diumism that ha; set eff a • blt-
er, aai. -caleng dispute be-
tween a seecial grand jury and
:hod officials.
Dentey P. tete C -mmisaisinet
S'...er Arm anneuneed 39 pa-
men hove a ,eigned Is I
lii schools in Br •elelyn—sot ne
fin set recent incidents includ-
ne two rapes 'and a sch...! pr:n
opal's edicide — 11 in Queen:
3 ..sough. and six eitch in Mar.
:lateen anti the Bronx.
A grand jory ineestigating
M vielence has betart- urging
:er wen, of 'police,. to **tree-
scheols. I.s proposals have
seen opposed by the Biala of
ESuceti, n, end supported by
Kings Coen y (Brooklyn) Judge
Samuel Leibowet, to whm the
_try reports. •
The board Thursday night
f ernally denottheed .he grand
jure and Leibewitz, and schesa
eiperintendent William Jansen
ae_seried that the judge,' in the
r
ad called Jansen an "err igen:,
Tiad called itanen an earrogene
irnpus, swell-headed bastard."
Leibowitz immediately denied
any such name-calling and chal-
..enged Jansen to name the staff
mentbet who supposedly hoard
.t.
Orrly two incidents, both in
Brooklyn. were repined in city
c•la iols Thursday. Both involv-
ed et: empts by students to wrest
money fret other pupils.
New York's sche ml triubles
drew a demand in Waahuate on
Irian Rep. .1...hn Bell Williams
(D.-Miss.) that President Eisen-
hower send in paratfoopers or
federalize the New 'York Na-
tional Guard to keep order as
was dune at tentral High School
in Little Rock, Ark., last fall.
Williams said "lawlessness"
in New York's racially integrat-
ed schools has "created a m ,re
serious threat" than when au-
thorities integrated Central High
Ilan P. Kirby In
Yong's "Hotseat”
By RO'llibILT G. SISORTAL
United Press St Correspondent
NEW YORK I - Allan P.
Kirby, publicity-shy oolwerth
heir, today steped into Al-
lrghany Corp. •Ttialseat" de
vacant by the suicide death k
financier Robert R. Young.
Kirby. president id Allegghany
and long-time business associate
if Young's, was named to the
additional post of :beard chair-
man Thursday, succeeding the
late "Maverick if Wall Stec."
Allegheny's tangled financial
affairs and the serious plight of
New York Central Railroad. its
chief asset. are .believed to have
been among the- contributing
facters behind Yeung's death.
Young, who had teamed Up
with Kirby over the past quark
ter-century to take Wall Street
and the railroad industry by
storm: killed himself Saturday
trt trolen" lateret1S- .e LIT
clasp- ,ndency.
Through a series (if climactic
battles with Wall Street titans
such a$ the Methane Varsderbilts
and Morgans, Kirby had been
the "silent" money man and
Young the vociferious leader tit-
one of the men successful teams
ever to tackle the world of fin-
ance.
With -Young deaal,• the Morris-
town, tale millionaire has • been
forced to step in and take over
the actual osaerating nee in their
empire, a post he shunned while
Young was ahve.
Unlike Young. Kirby is a shy,
quiet man who ivoids publicity
of any kind. ,He would -much
rather fish or hunt than sit be-
hind a desk all day, handling
the meuntain of pager work in-
volved in Allegheny's affairs. -
Young and Kirby bought con-
trol tit' Allegheny in 1937 far a
mere %four million dollars, with
.4reirbe Teethe. ep- -reesS. ef •4.
At that time this holding com-
pany controlled around two _bil-
lion &inert -.railroad asaits,
including Ohesapeake & Ohio,
Erie, Missouri Pacific, Nigkel
Plate and Pere Marquette.
The 'Young-Kirby team fought
and-- won the biggest proxy bat-
(Continued On Page 4)
'1 KILLED IN SELF DEFENSE" - - was the reason
charles Starkweather, 19, (right) gave for the eleven
murders that he admits. The two state search for the
killer ended in a small western town whege Stark-
weather was taken after a bullet spattered chase with
police. Card l'ugate, 15, (left) accompanied Stark-
weather on the bloody trail_ Her mother, step-father
and baby sister were the first victims.
(International Soundphoto)
Ike Calls On Republicans
To Enlist Good Candidates
WASHINGTON IS —President
Eiser.hewer called an Republi-
cans today to enlist good candi-
dates, shew faith in their cause,
and work hard to win control
C 'tigress in November.
He gave a pep talk to the
GOP Nat.onal Committee at a
closed breakfast session. Per-
- liana of his talk were made
public by the tWhite House.
The Presiden, told his Repub-
lican audience, eager for a shot
in the arm, that the nation has
had five years of prosperity un-
der his administration. a Pros/
eerity •hat has Shot been altered
materially by the recent busi-
ness decline.
Reiterating his beret that the
tide will turn in mid-summer,
the President denounced "poli-
tical cassandras" whu warp...9f
-another depression—critics who
heretofore have been labelled
by GOP leaders as the "pro-
phets of gloom and doom."
•A few ',political cassandras."
the President said. "pep up reg-
ularly to suggest that deep de-
pression is just areund t h e
s irner and only panicky govern-
mental intervention on a mas-
si% c scale can sten% the disaster.
"We rejec• the pessithistic
rine and the lack of cent,-
ierree it. reflects. Republicans
have never said American fret
Cub Pack 99
Holds Races
Yesterday
Cub Pack 90 held its first an-
nual Pinewood Derbas eel Thurs.-
day night at the Murray Train-
SaireiT. •
A large .crowd attended the
race and cheered their (verde.
Larry Wilson (if Den -1 won
first place in his den and Steviel
Robertson Won second place..
Tirst and secend place' winners'
in the remaining Dens are as,
fololws: Den 2, David Terhune
and Charles Buckner; Den 3.
Stevie Gordon and Don Hull;
Den 4, Max Russell and Billy
Barnett.
David Terhune (if Den 2 was
first lace winner in the pick
race wih Charles Buckner, also
of Den 2 winning second place.
The judges picked Don Nan-
ney of Den 3 as having the best
locking car of Pack 90. Den 3
won the prize for having the
largest attennance, mast uniform
enrs and the best car of the
pack.
Den 2 and Den 4 tied for
Arend place. __
Den 2 won the priae for hay-
ivr• feeertit n-rral
for having won the inapection.
All cars will be displayed at
The 'Belk -Setae Company [or
the public to view.
The next pack meeting will
be on February 28. Any boy
who wishes to join the Cub
Scout% should attend this meet-
ing.
. _L.--ifirefforwasacararamossmarragsarsalaso.
1 _ By United Press
Kentucky —Temperatures for
the five - day period. Saturday
through Wednesday, will aver-
age near the  normal high .of 40
for Kentucky. Normal low for& Kentucky 25 to 30. Colder Sat-
urday, wanner Tuesday a n d
Wednesday. Precipitation three-
heaths to one inch with a little
ra:n hkely tonight and again
about Sunday night with heav-
ier amounts Tuesday night or
„ Wednesday.
5.
First...
I 
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures
-41111111111 
•
• 0.
•
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
7 •
Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County
United Press IN OUR .79th YEAR Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, January 31, 1.958 "MURRAY POPULATION 10,100 Vol. LX XIX No. 27
•Rotary Hears
President On
Information
resident Jahn Quertermoue
sided yesterday at the Murray
tary Club and presented the
gram.
It being a fifth Thursday, the
'gram was handled by the
esident and secretary.
D. L. Divelbiss explained the,
lght board which Is used in
hecking the weekly attendance.
.he board, which was made
by Divalbiss and Howard Olila,
has lights down. one side of
Dr. John Cluertermous
it.• By the side of each light
gre three names which compose
an epttendance team. The entire
dub 1., divided into teams of
threw. With, each team represent-
ed Jay a tigtrt,,....ithe beard.
II a mem of the three
mon team is alesent, the light
eseekeen and if a41 three, are pres-
r.-r—erilt, the light is Off.
District Governor Nat borsch
has requested that this Ii
board be brought to the District
Conference which will be held
Sunday in Danville, Ken-
ky, so that all the clubs
the district may see how
works. Several local Rotarians
ill attend the conference.
Following the explanat het of
ivelbiss, President Querterig,ous
ked a number of questions
oncerning Rotary and brought
out the answers. A good at-
tendance at future meetings was
urged by both Divelbiss and
Quertermeus.
Phillip Watson and John Up-
church of Paris. a n d Ralph
Schulte of Paducah were visiting
Rotarians.
John Winters was a guest of
Robert Barr.
Bible Institute
Planned At Church
A Bible Institute will be Held
at the Coldwater Baptist Church
beginning February 5.
Speakers for the institute will
be: L. D. Wilson, the Sth; Nor-
man Culpepper, 6th; Billy Turn-
er. 7th; J. J. Gough, 8th; A. 11:
_ *Harris. pastor ineTes he public
s tat attend.
FIVE DAY FORECAST
• Maseachusetts passed the first
re: making education of child-compuleory in 1642.
Weather
Report •
By UNITED PRESS
Satan ea,eat Kentucky-
Oeitti occasional rain today. High
near 50. Occasional snow flur-
ries tonight,- tow 75. Saturtlay
partly cloudy and cooler.
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
Louisville 42, Coviragton 33, Pa-
dueled 33, -B0Wling Green 35,
Lexington 38. London 38 and
Hopkinisville 38.
Winds Mock The
Firing Of Jupiter C
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. ita
—High altitude winds which
weuld bl ck any attempts to
launch the Army's satellite mis-
sile may continue over Cape
Canaveral for days, forecas,ers
said today.
A pewerful jet stream carry-
.ng blasts up to 200 Miles an
heir swept directly over the
cape, where the big Jupiter C
missile was believed- almost
ready fer the nation's second
attempt to fling a satellite into
pace to match Russia's Sputnik
_Other missiles. :Deluding an
nercon mental Atlas a n d an
Air Feree intermediate range
lam:. also stood in their towers
it the cape; but Whether the
j, t stream winds weuld effect
ene plans launeh them was
anknewn.
The Jupiter C became the na-
Son's firs: hope of getting a
satellite into _orbit around the
earth when the Navy Vanguard
satellite carrier was . grounded
with mechanical difficulties
whieh also resulted_ fr,m bad
weaher during several a:tempts
to launch the slender rocket
etst week.
Gladys Dowdy.
Winner Of
DAR Medal
Miss Gladys Dowdy, senior at
New Concord High School won
the DAR historical essay contest
which was unuder the direction
of Mrs. Roy Devine, historian
of the local Captain Wendell
Ourv chapter
Mais Dew/etre award is . die
Daughters of the American Rev-
olution medal which will be
presented to her at commence-
nt in the Spring.
contest this year honored
Jarnes't onree, this being the
James M oe Bicentennial year.
Miss Dowdy subject was "The
Monroe Doctrin " Her essay is
being entered in statewide
contest.
Any child of high schema age
in the county coutild enter 'thes,
contest.
Miss Dowdy is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dowdy
(if Murray route five. She has
been very, active -in high school
during her four years. Included
among her activities are Glee
Club. Beta Club. vice-president
Beta Club, seeder reporter on
school newspaper, annual staff,
class poet, class play, Sunshine
Club. H urn e Economics club,
FHA.
Members of the college acted
judges of the contest.
. . ...0•10•-••••
rEe-tter To Editor
Dear Jim:
It is a source of great satis-
faction the assurance I have
doing the publicity for the J. N.
Williams Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy
and the Captain - Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution that I can
always count on your paper's
temperances. As a result --a • do
enjoy this work and rather look
forward- to my assignments.
May I wish for you ante vow
members of your staff -the: the
year 1958 holds many good
things in store for you.
Sincerely,
Mrs_ D. F. McConnell
Publicity Chairman
GOO ENIGMA
SAGJNAW, Mich — —
Police found themselves making
a round of lecsal golf courses
after a rash of flag pole marker
and cup thefts were .reported.
Officers said flag poles stolen
from the Saginaw Coupty Ciub
were found at the Green Acres
gold course and items taken from
Green Acres were recovered at
Rolling Green. But four flags and
poles were still missing from Rol-
ling Green.
eels ,s •
Snterprise short and never will."
Esenhover noted !hat politi-
cal prophets already are mak-
ing mathematical calculatims to
shew the odds are running
against the Republicans in the
November congressional elec-
tions.
''But these calculations," he
sad "overlook the decisive ele-
ment: What counts is n.ot neces-
sarily the size of the dog in tile
fight—it's the size of the fight
n the dog."
Eisenhower said there are no
sccrer weapons in politics, gred-
ien,s success, he said, are
geod cand:dates, faith in a good
cause: and hard- work.
"When we have all three, we
have the formula„ for victory,"
he said.
'Vice President Richard M.
Nixon was to give the GOP
leaders a similar pep talk at a
lunch meeting later today. Cabi-
net members were to submit to
questionIng at a closed morning
session and other party leaders
were to be heard on 1958 cam-
paign prablems in the' afterrrisen
.The GOP must show a net
gain of at least one Senete seat
and 21 House seats to regain
contr.:I cf congress in the Nov.
n, 'All 435 Rime seats
•ei 33 r: the 96 Senate seats
...l he at ake.
min• y in Congress since
'9-4 elections, the Republi-
• rate as underdogs this
sr.
tier a GOP executive cern-
tee meeting Thursday, how-
. Republican National Char-
Aan Meade Alccrn semi party
morale has risen in the past
Tow weeks. He credited t h e
President's State of the Union
message to Congress -and the
eSslute to Eisenhower" dinner
ialliei last week.
Murray ti os pita/
ViTailnesday's complete record
follows:
Census 55
Adult Beds . 65
Emergency Beds   10
Patients Admitted   1
Patients Dismissed   1
New Citizens  0
Patients admitted from Monday
10.00 a.m. to Wednesday 10:00,
Mrs. C. T. Valentine, Rt. 4,
Hazel; Mr. Billie • Joe Maness,
Dexter; Mr. Wilson L. Hughes,
303 Story Ave.. Murray; Mrs.
54* Mae Houston, 402 So. 5th
St., Murray; Mrs. John Pitt, Rt.
4. Renters; Mrs.A Harry Han.-
line and baby girl, Rt. I. Farm-
ington; MIRS Frocie Marie Horn-
buckle, 213 Spruce Si., Murray;
Mrs. Themes Pace and baby
boy, Hardin; Mr_ Wm. Edward
Shackleferd, Rt. 3, Hazel; Mas-
• es.-sPeemilea ewe, -Res a, Me.
ay; Mrs. James E. Duncan and
baby girl, •Itt. I. DefAer, Mrs.
W. W. Kelly, RI, 3. Murray;
Mrs. Clem Roberts, Rt. 3, Mur-
ray; Mr. Fred Dick, Rt. 4, Mur-
'ray, Master John Mahan, Box
482, Murray. ;
Patients dismissed from J 
(Continued On Page- 4)
-samarmaribssabsalubss.
7,41nroetimpaini,. „ .
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1 from 2 to 5 o'clock, at their home at, Halfway,
miles from Murray on Hazel Highway.
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor were married at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Garner. Attendants were her brother Lomas'
Garner and his sister, Mrs. Eunice Luther and Mr. and Mrs. 'Finis
Outland. Mrs. Outland is in a !respite' in West Virginia and will
net be able to attend the celebration.
All friends and relatives are "invited to attend. .
Fashion King II
Crowned With u
New Success
Control
Of Seas Is In
PARIS 4111 — Newly-crowned
gave wpmen an - out todae if jeopardy
ire.
hey do not like his new trimeze
'astern king Yves SaihteLaurent
He assured theA they could
eke it et- lease it and still
e wen-dressed:
"'The women will elegance is
:Ole to selec the style that
s best for her ant her oer-
• lathy." the shy. soft-spoken
sor o the ia:e C s.ian
• r 'old the United Press.
here is no ene end ii.eolute
San. -I aurent cee•rl welt at-
.- re a .soft sell. Just about
• body who ease his debut
•:howine Thereday w a s crazy
about 'it.
Only minutes before, ecsta.ic
Dupes had viewed ,he new
salhouette in the grey and gold
handelerect saien f harnos
Ely.ees ana accia.m. ti it aensa-
The **trapeze leek" is a varas
eon: the slack -- but wt h
a gifierence.. Saint ' - Laurent
managed to inject some sex
.nte :he cnce hapeless forms
by 
ineiecnkglines in his evening
:he--beei---and- using
4 he term trapeze look" arose
presumably bee a u se of the
straight-hanging swing of the
hemline in motion, but it also
v, as a hemline with difference.
Skirts were full, in sharp con-
trastbae  s: ho v.1 hne bit; eoet-hheorb bhl omugsespod
v* extra carh to speed missile
. The press hailed Sain Laurent's devekipment adack- defenses,
triumph as the greatest since The ' ..a .e expeved to pass
the late Dior launched the "new-1 the u ergency bill - already
look." • the Huu•te---es"
But the quiet', sandy-haired, week.
21-year- old resigned was ciiher
deaf or apparently still unaware
of his fame and probable for-
une.
"1 . am very glad that you
iiked the collection," he said.
He seemed more interested in
chatting quietly with his favorite
mannequins and fashion advisers
- -who were toasting him with NI
•hampagne — than in discussine
his success.
"I was never sure about'
flo_h Gaies and Burke warn-
ed against putting so much em-
phasis on space warfare as to
jeepardize. ability to fight other
kinds cf wars.
Burke said with- the approach
f a 'aitic'ear stalemate between
others To
bet ire the show but knew 'I arch Toni▪ ghthad done the best I could.'
he said, fingering his black tie 1
i The  Mother's March  again
'polio will be held 'his evening
according to Mrs. Chester Thom-
as, chairman of the march. %,
The town has been divideti
into sections which will be cov-
ered door to door by mothers
of the city. .
Chester' Thomas is chairman
of the polio fund ' drive the
to him. 'year.
OUrci IS "FINE"
John - Rudy Oury is an good
condition following an operation
la the Memphis Memorial Hos-
pital in Memphis, Tenn. His room
number is 639 for the informat:or6
of those who would like to wree
Adm. Arleigh A. Burke, chief
,:f cRerat: -tli, said Rus-
' sr wing , Si 3 pewter
n • hs 'Wes: teak "one of its
:3 eat challengea"
Burke also tald . the H 'use
Armee Services Ccmmittre that
budgrs. restrictions have seed
the Nave to M3V: **drastic" cuts
'n same activities in order to (Continued On Page 4)
find mhey for m -.dern ships -.
Jnd wisp. nt: required to keep •
Navy
41 •
WASHINGTON. Jan. 31 — Istired '" States and Russia,_
"he Navy said today that -its . -.he m:tt likely" form of future ese
!gilt budget plus t h e Soviet --ifitariere will be the brush-fire
•••:_rna,--ne throat je pard.izes -U. I 'ir •Sertael war, in wh7ch control
1. c. est- t of the sea,. _ f .ho sea will be vital.
. Gates !celled that -Ru:sia is ,e
geared to fight all kinds of war, ea
sWht ever type r:f m•litarY
'sower you for in the Soy- eta
let atmei forces, you find it
witheo 1 king 'very hard," • i
Gates
"There is tie scale of warface,
fr, m the guerrilla war and the
! cal hrtish fire every size up
ntrcA of the seas In U S'1 Hate Built up
Burke appeared befere the' •
e mm.' tee with Navy, Secretary In Him Says •Th mas S. Gates Jr," wh said
this c rye sheuld saa a s'e a
ereat ties. m ac" asfetts-' military t
trangth -tn and tinder the ;ea,"
the threat isn't solely from
lengrange Soviet missiles and
H-b. ribs, Gates embed.
The missiles race with Russia
was., h wever, getting priority
at tent. n from Congress.
The Sena t e Appr priations
Cr m natee voted $1,260,000,000
Young Killer
if
V
01.
GERING. Net-, (I1‘ — MACS
kinee Charles Starkweather has
admitted murdering 11 persons
in two states because of a "hetred
that built up in me." authorities
s'elic! today.
"Since, I was a child I wanted
to be an outlaw. but I didn't
••••••,. it to this far." the
'Si -.ear etc' Lincoln. Neb.. aharp-
440
'f0d a•Vhorities. 
rie Karns,* if Un-
eetn said Sterke•eather made the
it
statement% Thursday night dui*.
them
*10.1sr 
lar t
,...,, trip ,p0
b
from Doug-
Gy 
ear
rg
AV 
.
uEarrer- yeming officials sr-
rendered jurisdiction over Stark-
weather and hi 
Crt
s 14-year ofd
Isweetheart. to I Fi Rate. to r
oreseeutien in NebraFk. 
Wednesday night in a bullet-
netielaa isher'ly after he had
reinctuated police chase neaat 
I
Starkweathee, ea stocky. red- Le
haired ininmiti. was captured
Scaled his 11th victim, a traveling
qileeman.
Lincoln officials ve-asted no
▪ kwea'her 
Cart! to Nebraska where
S•arkweather faces 'he death
penalty on a mulder charge.
(lrit also hag been charged
with murder, bet claims she
was S'arkwealter's terrified hos-
' are on his murder spree.
he',Hatwiceant %%to,y,gmo ibnaeek hOi asNebarasalcals
chamber and I don't like the
smell of gas," Starkweather 'WAR
clewed as saving by the sheriff.
"I suppose they'tl have the
raver ready for ire"
4
To Celebrate Anniveriary
MR. AND MRS. THOMAS M. TAYLOR
Mr and Mrs Thomas (Torn) M Tayler will celebrate their
rum  weumng taelmvereara dulaftn) rtalhararte wirn
--T-1•1161611.414510.;==
-elieweleseneselsalgelliabrialMeakalageaeereabed*
opt Tr
four 'and one-half
Russia Prepares To
Launch New Moon
WASHINGTON 41t — Russia
',day was reported pieparing
leunch a third earh satenhe e-
teesibly weighing a ton.
The reports id a pending
Sputnik III launching have been
receire a tid-TirriTaiaa d -
eaoitals f• r several days.
Informed sonrces said the re-
bolas have it !hat Sputnik III •
would be "a little larger" •han
Russia's second deg • - carrying
4str1tite which weighed about
half ten. One source said
'he new red satellite might weigh
as much as a ton. 2.000 pounds.
These officials said they would
not he surprised if the replies e
were true in light of past indi-
cations that' Russia cduld launch
•catellitce at a rate of about one
a month.
But . 'hey also dtri not rule
out the possibility that. Russia
started the reports circulating
tn hopes of throwing the free
world -off stride and increasing
Western adxiety .over Russia's
space triumphs.
Sputnik III already is long
verdue accordin_g_e_tee *she_ one--
s-month time-table. Russia's sec-
ond satellite, its passenger lung-
'inc' dead, has been circling
•lie earth since Nev. 3. Sputnik a
1 .launched the space age Oct.
4__ansl burned out JAIL 4—
There has been some. specula-
non here that Soviet scientists
might hate failed in ,previous
efforts to launch another satel-
lite. But there has been no
d'flacial 'confirmation of this
theory.
-
•
•
•
h.
4 • •
•
'
•
•
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He that walketh with wise men shaU be
wise, but • companion of fools shall be de-
stroyed. Proverbs 1320.• • Ou.r companionships would us to an am-
_
• azing degree. Select them with discrimina-. 
,a 
. .Hint, for ,u i e 
. 
your companions. . 
• . '
WHAT CAUSES HIGH PRICES? •. - 
•
Senator E.stes Kefituver says he intends to find out why
•
-
•
•
•
•
1
•
•
•
•
•
•
4-IA4-mobile prices are rising at a time-when sales sale
The first-witness he examined was -Walter Reuther,
president of the Automobile Workers Union, who testi-
fied increased wages for workers "could not possibly
cause inflationary prices of automobiles.- -
As a matter of fact, Reuther says. auto ,prices in-
crease five dollars- for every, dollar added to the work=-
er's pay check.•
Reuther would_never ,undertand this, chiefly. because
he doesn't want to. Any economist, or auditor, would.
Almost every time an auto worker's -pay increases
a dollar every other worker who fatiricates - material used
in the mant•Mactuse of automobiles has a dollar increase
in his wages, .too.
Nt• hyl. Waiter Reuther can explain that more easily
than anybody else. The reason is that labor is organized.
The ieaderi., in industrial employment are the auto-
mobile and steel industries. When workers in one of
these industries get a riise. it is followed immediately•
•
•
Meet Mr. Food Energy
,ip;:e. but none should be de- Christian to worship .(od in 
( lprived of the privilege or lose solitude. it s ncombent upon be.. t‘ .out on the blessing ,if giving hes ers .o join their fellow-
' something. Whatever the Chris- Christians in worship. They are
:, tian may have, whether the urged not to foisake the assem-, amount be small or la e. he bling of themselves. Church
• i as a trust from the v 6--r—rieirveTOUsi Lord. In his support of God's opportunity to -instruct believers
,I work, a believer In Christ to strengthen their faith, to
I should be puiposedui in his -1 giving, always doing so with an 'to increase their love for andi eye single to God's glory. devotion to Christ: also, to win
3. -God's children should give the unbelievers to a personal
ye faith in the Saviour. Propercheerfully, 
sh AIN be present- worship of God will call fortheel with th f II d the brit that- is in those whoe u an hearty con-
will be high.. 
sent of their wills, and never as participate in thspiri:ual ee-
1 . .. . 
Of course. Ik.. k a Republican, and R. is political sui- a Matter of duty or in a grudg- ereise. If Christians do no en-. .. tide to agree with a_ Republican in an election year. we. , still wi,h Reuther and the president:4 of I the Big Three
. . wo-tild listen io his appeal to forego both wage and price
  vine 
gratitude Ci our hearts or e
carrying charge. finance charge.
salvati-on- which we have re- 2. Dear your burdens. Gala-
ceived from Christ, we should won 17.5.
No or* .can transfer the bur- 
service charge, or the like, a
portion of the charge is to be.
praise Him to the very limit
den of responsibility, no matterof our ability. Let us proclaim
how hard he may try. The amount of the interest de-
treated as if it were interest.
the excellencies of Christ with a
-"-View to, winning as many as
'Cast thy burdens opori the 
dtiction is computed by taking3. Transfer your burdens.possible to a saving knowledge '
Lord :by telling Him about it, '151linces under the contract at
6 per cent of the sum of unpaid
of Him.
asking His help in bearing it,
 the beginning of each month-It. Purposeful Giving. II Corin-
and submitting to His will with in the taxable year and dividingthians 9:64. - by 12.
In other- words, take t he
amounts you owed at the first
f h h d dd h
bT Ille_other._141 th011-SatadO of allied industries including
alumtnimi,• glass. and textiles.
This means, the "big three" Reuther says manufac-
ture 97 of the automobiles sold on the American mark-
et have pay - more for practically every item used in '
Making i•Litot.,(•.,es_ in addition .to plying their ovvn!
uorkers a viutiar more. ,
If all these increases lcu.,:nt for only four of the five
dollar increa,e--.1Ftlie price t.f. an automobile the other
dollar can be charged tuft,. fact manufacturers are jgst
Us human as worke'rs, iusCsimply want more when
h -s • t• . ,
has promised to look into, present laws a-
gainst monopoly, and after Reuther has used his inves-
•tigation as a sounding board build sentiment for his
profit-snaring -plan. the Senator intends to call the presi-
denLs of the Bik Three.
_Maybe they will favor the man from Tennessee bycutting prices to add to his chances to get re-electedtwo. years hence. And if they are real nice fellows theymay -gi‘e Reuther his' profit-sharing demand and stepup I t' f • ' o normalto IOU . may a enjoy highwages an cheap auto-Mobile prices. •
On the other hard nmbe they will be so stub-born' the_pa0ent Mr. Reuther will have to... ••
autornXi-W- workers draw unemployment com-pensation.  plus the fake -annual pay" their leader forc-ed Manufacturers to agree to two years ago, until mort-gage, are forecliked theii* homes, their personal carsare repossessed, and grocery bills pile up.
Then there will be a .shortage of automobiles and. even Mr. Kefauv er will- be able to understand why priues
• increases during the present recession year.
_ •
Ten Years Ago Today
joy assem n• pros sr,ing manner. They should givin such a way that they would
never -rt.gret their gifts asthough they had been wrung,from them. Giving stould be
spontaneous and hilarious. "Godlot'ets' a cheerful giver.", TheGreek word, which is translated
Ledger I. Times Fde 
which we get the word "hilar-ious.•' There is a real joy that -
, as the one trim _ _
_ 1wis.441---mirmr etiriNtrans have
conies fr ,m giving ,to the_ • _•• - "tr-yoliti Mir Arm, the first movie to be produced never experienced. ,
I 
Delicious Sunburst All-Jersey Milk contains more. • by tlic Protestant Film Commission, will be shown at 111: - Practical issietuinins. Gala- Calcium, Phosphorus, Protein, Milk Sugar and More
ound In Greater
Abundance In
Sunburst
All Jersey
MILK
the College Presbvtexiiiii Churth at 7 :00 o'clock. tisane 6:1-5.• Miss Carolyn Carter.. chosen Miss "West Kentucky" After dealing. with _doctrint 
Food Energy than any other milk.
for 1.14 I. is pictured on the cover of the "N4 heelsman ',sums c, the matter of Christiar 
s: '
manner, Pau,fer'n'tn u a ry
duty . He makes it clear :ha'
..31 Carter. in her t•••le as cover 'girl, shown stand-; profession and practice. shoui,'
_ 
.. . . ing op the 4t- of a yacht. ....-- 
'these verses he stows what th,,
A son of Mr. and Mrs. Errns Wri.stin was brought attitude of believers toward on, - .,>.. to -Hazel \Vtotne.sday from Detroit. Mich., for burial at another Ought- lo be.; .
In the first verse of this
. . 
.
. 
er of retatises •iiiid friends.
Mt. Pleasant. lie .kea‘es a wife. and - brother and a numb-
chapter Paul 'seis forth the diity. '' _.•
_. . - . Shrriff - Wendel rattersim reported this morning that d a Christian toward one whois guilty. of a breath of conduct. : 
.
. 
-
. . a 1911 Chevrolet five passenger club coupe, stolen from
If . a believer in Christ fails in-
I'leaborn Crick of Kirksey Route I on July 5, has been
... 
. . 
i
e
personal • ariencivaledgment to
God of one's . reverence for and
. God would have Christians to
homage to Him.
•:give deliberately 'and systernati-
rne Christians become un-catty Christian -goring should
faohful the:r attendance up,
on the worship services of theotion. Gli•Ing certainly should
be universal am mg Christians-- believers in Christ and thee
wh• neglect the church services
ine is excluded from this privi- lose their spiritual Warmth and 
I
6:30 Perry Mason Show
'1:30 Dick and the Doch• s
8:00 Gale Storm Show
8:30 Have Gun Will Travel
9:00 Gun.srnoke
9:30 The Gray Ghost
10:00 Million Dollar Movo.
11:45 Target You
11:311 Sign Off
--GOOD POTATOE NEWS
RIVERHEAD, N. Y. An --An
economist lead iktod news fur
fanners attending a potato grow-
ers convention here-Americans
have reversed themselves and
now are eating more potatoes.
Dr. Albert E. Mercker, execu-
tive secretary of the National
Potato Givwers Council in
Wasbington, told t h e meeting
:Wednesday that . a downward
-trend in potato use that started
a generation ago has ended.
PM, FRIDAY
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Lease It Tu -Blaver
700 Trackdown
7:30 Dick Powell's
Zane Grey Theatre
8:61) Mr. Adams and Eve
8:30 Harbor Command'
9:00 The Lineup
9:30 Person To Person
10:00 Schlitz Playhouse -of Stars
10-.30 Shell Big News -
19.40 Weathervane
1015 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
AM, SATURDAY
8:30 Captain Kangaroo
9:30 Mighty Mouse Playhouse
10:00 Santa Claus
10:30 Saturday Playhouse
11:00 Jimmy Dean Show
PM, SATURDAY
12:00 Gunfighters
1:0u Professional Hockey
3:30 The Visitor
4:00 Big Show
k.10 Anna* Oakley .
ARTHUR IISINHO%VIR - Oldest
brother of President Eiaenhow.
er, Arthur (above), is dead tr
Kansas COY. Mo.. at 71. He had
been a banker and civic lead.
Si', was retired. flisterisational)
Eradicate Prevent
c;W
The Destructive Termite
FREE INSPECTION
TERMITES
— Licensed & Insured —
Sam Kelley
Phone 441
KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL
never-- be a hit-or-miss propo-
blessings from our Christian I'wered from them•
W. Public Worship. 
liable far the payment: and 91)0 Studio Osie on Hollywood:abundant harvest of spiritual
1023 - 25. 
HltbAsunt interest added to the principal 10:00 Shstl Big NowaI stewaniship. .we must. sow • of a life insurance loan. ...Worshrl) is inherent hi Man. In computing the amount of should be sure that you art
Lbounpfully Ester remember thatla.: is an absolute certainty that It• is universal. Every. person :reerest on yout mortgage or deducting only interest - not, One can ever out-give God. worships somebody or some- other installment contracts you taxes, insurance etc.
PM, TUESDAY
8:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Natne That Tune
7:00 Phil Silvers
7:30 Eve Arden Show
81/0 To Tell The Truth
8:30 Red Skelton Show
900 $64,000 Question
9:30 Silent Service
110:00 Shell Big News
I 10:10 Weathervane
110:15 Million Dollar Mos les
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
10:00
10:10
10:15
12:00
PM, WEDNESDAY
Popeye and Friends
'I Love Lucy
Big Record
The Millionaire
l's'e Got A Secret
Armstrong Circle Theatre
Shell Big Newn
Weathervane •
Million Dollar Movies
Sign Off (Midnight)
'PM, THURSDAY
6:00 Popeye and Friends
Sgt, Preston of the Yukon
7:00 Richard Diamond
_ Pvt. Detective
730 'Climax
8:30 Playhouse 90
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight) '
thing. CI aan -worship is a  
2. sGoces children should - give
purposefully,
"eyery (Christian) man." Not a
lege. In all probability no two 111"w -:will have an equal amount to While it is possible for the
incite them to good works. and
rightful place, that of 
and worship, it is simply be-
Ix Arse. instruction. exhortation
cause Christ does not have His
pre-emi-
nence. in their lives. Growing
Christians rejoice , in -the privi-
children irf G•ft in senuine
•, -h.
•
•=1M•••••••=alr. 
SUNDA .)LaILAIL
!.1/ • . LESSON
By
Dr. H. C. Chiles
PRIVILEGES OF CHURCH-
MEMBERSHIP .  
-a igloriotis privilege t̂o
be a Member of a New Testa-
ment church. This membership,
however. 'includes :numerous
duties and entails trernendouS'
responsibilities. This lesson di-
rects our attention to four priv-
'eges
I. ProclaimingChrist. .1 Peter
279-10... 4,
Note the exalted position to
which God's children are lifted.
They are descr. aS "lively
stones." "an elect race," "a royal
priesthood."' "an hot?
and "a people for God's own
possession." Being "an holy
priesthood," "' an holy nation.-
and immediate access into the
presence of God. All of us, who
en)y this wonderful- position
and this blessed privilege,
sh elld show forth the praises
if Him Who has called us out
of darkness into His marvelous
tight. out oaf the gladness an prov smile. or • a gift  need priou.res _on_ao- -w7iIT het ment Ian and • there is a stated
INCOME
TAX
FAX
Kentucky Society of Public
Accountants, an affiliate of
the National Society of
Public Accountants
, 6-00 Woods 'N Watei.
TV SCHEDULE
SUNDAY, AM-PM- 10:10 Weathet vane
1055 Morning Devotion 10:15 Million Dollar Movies
il-nil This Is Thr Answer 12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
2.00up. then take 6 per cent of 2:3
this figure and divide that by 3,0
12 to get your deduction., „,ipel 3,1
Howeveir,- the amount to-_- 2:30
-decfacted firm 1957 cannot exceed 40the amount 'properly allocatable 5:3
:c 1957. 
5:4
Some interest is not deductible
and that is: Interest paid on.
mainey borrowed to purchase
peintng out the evil of it, and
[emphasizing the sz rii_v_esi n
which God has made wherby
the life may be transformed.
This should be done in a kind
and prayerful mariner with a
view to leading him to forsake
his sin, to renew his felloWship
svith God, and to apropriate un-
to himself the strength which
the Lord offers hint to live vic-
turiuusly.
Sooner or later, every life 
ishas its burdens... There is an 
:ax return. If the interebt
endless. variety of burdens-- 
a petsonal expense it is deduct-
ible only If you report on long
The interest you pay on bor-
rowed money is deductible.
If the interest is a part of
your expense it is deducted along
with other business expenses on
separate Schedule C on yotir
lax return. If it is in connection
,svith rental income it is deducted
3 Schedule G on the
physical, mental, social, and form 1040 and itemize your Ispiritual. Recognizing our bur- 1dens is not enough. What we Carrying charges not in eon_ 1
deductions.
.1446:00
et%
. 7:00
:00
8:30
9:00
really want to know is how to nectiun with your business ormanage them worthily and vie- rental income can be. deducted,'tt,riously. with certain limitations. The code1. Share your burdens. Gala- provides for the deduction oftians certain carrying charges as ,int-
.
Consider voter neisilibtore eryst in the event that the-rather than your own burdens, interest charged cannot be as-A kind worn, littl - th certained Whenever there is aa message ut condolence, an ap- conract for the purchase of
a e ssinpa rs s,,n4i
reference to it. Some of us areIn' teaching the Corinthian
like the Swiss peasants, who. onChristians how they, 'should
their way' to market. set theirsupport the work at the Lord,
Paul likened the method srf heavy basketg down -on the
steps of a wayside chaper'whileChr4tian giving...to a farmer
they wen: in to • pray, and thensowing his seed. If the. farmer
came- out aid look up theirsow's little. he can only expect
burdens again. When we roll
to receive a little in .return.
burdens over On the 1...orci-- 1. God's etrIttreen-shetild give •"ttr
ought- --:4Sofgenerously,
to pick them up again. I•f we• The 'mire children giee to
will transfer our burdens toH.m the more abundantly He
Him. He will sustain us by re-will bless thern. If any Chris- am
them from us. by dis-tian expects to enjoy God's fa-
closing their design, by impart-
sufficient strewth to bear 
wholly tax exempt securities; 6:3
vor and blessing. by all means
of stewardship. If v.,s,e ts4)•ainrti a: '
abundant harvest f tu I er future when we shall be 46- 
'single. premium life insurance 71)
or endowment contracts: interest 1/A)°
I If 83
he must be faithful in the realm •ng
hem. or by promising a bright-
paid where you are not ega y
11:30 Faith For Today
12:00 TerrytoonS
12:30 Wild Bill Hickok
1:00 Hollywood Spectacular._
2:30 The Last 'Word
3:00 • Face The Nation
3:30 Family Conference
4:00 Federal Men
4:3(1 Twentieth Century
5-00 Beat the Clock
5:30 If You Had a Million
6:00 Lassie
6:30 Bachelor Father
7:00 EtiL Sullivan Show
G.E.
8:30 Alfred_ Hitchcock Presents
9:00 $64,000 Challenge
9:30 What's My Line
0:00 Weathervane
0:05 Movies
2:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
AM, MONDAY THAI) FRIDAY
6:55 Morning Devotion
7:00 Town & Country News
7:15 Speer Family
7:45 Morning News
8:00 Captain Kangaroo
8:45 CBS News
8:55 Morning' News & Weather
Calls•
9:30 ' Arthur Godfrey Time
(Except Friday, Garry Moore)
10:30 Dotto • ----t.
11:00 Hotel Cosmopolitan
11:15 Love of Life
11:30 Search For Tomorrow
11:45 The Guidiug Light
PM, MONDAY lhiRU FRIDAY
12:00 Bugs Bunny Party (Noon)
12:20 Telescope
12:25 "CBS News
12:30 As The World Turns
1:00 Beat The Clock
1:30 House Party
The Big Payoff
• The Verdict Isle Yours
The Brighter Day
5 The Secret Sturm
The Edge of Night
• The Big Show
5 Newsbeat
5 Doug Edwards & News
6:00
4
PM, MONDAY
Popeye and Friends
O Robin Hood
O Lucille Ball. Desi, Amer
Danny Thomas Show
O December Bride
Co
•. .
Title first roond of the Calloway County Basketball; with his felioye Christians th,
: to fell(rwship with his Lord andTournament got under way last night in the Carr Health v" ,rd "restore" Is a surgical .term, which means '..i.o...rerst '.! 
,
. . , .• .
Building of iiirray State College with Hazel taking
-1t151-4V----i-s that such a. 
...--1-
-""
- • --
-e4etting. or "restoring." is a 
noer nve sears In 41. t iJniteodr
louated in Nashville. Tenn. . to sin, he needs to be restored
Irsdirtasho-
a does' game from the Murray StateffyUgge__
RETURNS TO MOSCOW-Soviet
..ynn 'rove. s ga dish.eattA",,person as spiritual-
s -
Ambassador Georgi Zaroubin, 
•
ing a third period rally to top rkIrrio'!4 Warriors by •The scess of
DRINK ALL-JERSEY
The Milk With The Extras
At No Extra Cost
score of 15-36. •
left Washingon
_ _ 
,,ne It requires such Moscow Ile had  '
'I 
A• ,iolr ale
•
•••
, MURRAY LOAN CO.- 106 W. Main St. Telephone 13E
"YOUR HOMv.-CWNED LOAN CO.'
-7-rer
r.;
•
stcr:to..1 should attempt the
taek.
- - Witerr a believer. in Christfalls .into some old habit or be-
-ettiog- ',in, our -Christian duty
,5 tO lal•'11C ',• about it
•
IIYAN Mii*com pAki
• •• "V" ake•,...;....7; .1r
PP. 
•
message from Vice President
Richard M. Nixon to Russia's
leaders calling for an early
reply to President Eisenhow-
er's proposal for a world pact
to bar the military use of outer
apses. (International)
•
Murray, Kentucky
•
•
•
•••
•
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• •
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RIVaaliHEAD, N. Y. afl —Mt
economist led good news -14
farmers attending a potato grow-
i.'rs convention here—Amercans
have reversed themselves and
now are eating more potatees.
Dr. Albert E. Mercker, execu-
tive secretary of the National
Potato Gamvers Council in
Washington, told t h e meeting
Wednesday that a a dosenWard
-trend in potato use that started
a generation ago has ended.
ARTHUR EISINHOWER — Oldest
brother of Prestdent Eisenhow-
er, Arthur iabuve), ts dead in
Kansas Citat, ?do at 71. He had
been a banker and dyes lead-
er, was retired. (International)
st.
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THE EDGER dz TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY PARE THREE
Knights No. 1 Team In Atomic Valley
MURRAY KNIGHTS — left to right, Bill Barker,
Audetant Coach, Bennie Bradley, Marvin Kiser, Don
Doden, Bill - Nall, official score keeper; • beck row, Gene
Landolt, playing eftaeh, Joe Mikez, ,Ken- Peterson, Mike
(P/Reardon. Frank Smikoski and Garrett Besliear.
01.101
na IMMO 141/ • a 6"6 * se
::- esesensieetegalfas *Ow. dissa
asa• limeasiiie Mow
seawateelte atar. 1•404 sow
aeletelelle twaseteeila eilitsastaa
4 0404", alga
tag. MirSab $11111116% ws
The Knights are one of ten teams in the Atomic
Valley Independent League. The Murray squad has a
perfect season record being unbeaten in 11 outings. The
Knights now---lead-all-:eontendera in the Atomic. Valley
by a big margin-
Lighilwayy
b Flight On
TV Tonight
•
NEW YORK IR — Light heavy-
; Ight (-Intender Yvon Durelles1r
try to avenge his only defeat
year tonight in a return
flee with Clarence Hinnant
Mad in Square Garden.
Mein 10-rounder will be tele-
led and broadcast nationally by
IG at 10 pm. e-st.
Betting is at "even money"
igh lanky Hinnant of Wash-
, D. C.. stopped the mus-
Canadian fisherman in the
h round at Miami Beach
Feb. 20 because of a cut
.,
nee then Durelle of Bale
Anne. N. B.. was unbeaten
1 starts although held to a
by Tony Anthony -et De-
l. June 14. Yvon, 28. is now
ked , third among '175-pound
tenders. Hinnant, 24, is rated
ht h.
innant accepted the match
less than a week's notice
fourth-ranked Tony An-
y was bedded by the flu at
C inning camp. •
MURRAY STATE
COLLEGE
.:.NNESSEE TECH.
at., Feb. 1 - 7:15
p,Station WNBS
Sponsored by
OD
OIL
ASHLAND
AETNA
A•PLUS
GASOUNES
•
_  
EIGHT
Results
 4
By United Press
LOS ANGELES, 'Calif.: C",• I
Brad. 167, Los Angeles, Calif.,
knocked out Stantiago Gutier-
rez. 164ae, San Anterao, Tex.
(1).
REVERE. Maas.: Chico Vejar,
1591a. Stamford, Conn., out-
pointed Jackson Brown, 159,
Boston (10).
Gordon Signs
KNOXVILLE. Tenn. ael —
Bobby Gordon, Tennessee tail-
back, has signed to play profes-
sional football with the Chicago
Cardinals next season. Frank
Ivy, the Cardinals' new head
coach, iigned Gordon personally
Th u reday
Sports
BULLETIN
Big Gene "Speedy" Mathis,
former 6.1ita star center for
the New Concord Redbirds,
announced today that he had
accepted a basketball scholar-
ship with Olivet College.
senior college in Olivet, Mich.
Mathis was a standout high
School performer that was
well known throughout the
First Region. It was as a
Redbird player that "Speedy"
set a new Fourth District
scoring record.
After finishing high school
Gene played as a regular for
a Junior college in Alabama!
Mathii will 'idaVal- with, ids
family to Olivet tiertorrew. -
High School
Cage
Schedule
Friday
Calloway Tournament
Semi-finals
Symsonia at South Marshall
St. Mary's at Benton
Saturday
Calloway Tournament
Finals
Ballard Memorial at N. Martha]]
Americans Lose
NIJERNBERG. Germany 4/1 —
Belgium defeated the United
-States. 3-0. Thursday in the In
ternational military soccer cup
tournament. The winners scored
all their goals in the second
Opposition
Can't Stop
Bob Cousy
By UNITED .PRESS
The opposition at ill hasn't ,
Bob Cousea and as a result.
round a wax. to stop "little"
the I3,:ston Cettice are shoo-in
faeeroes to win their second
streigh:'Eastern Division title in
the National Basketball Assn.
The sit-one Cousy. only one
of 'four players ever to score'
more 'han, 10.000 wants :In th-a-
NBA. tossed in 39 Wednesday
nieht as the Celtics rolled to
a 111-101 win over the St. Louis
Hawks. whom they'll probably
meet in the play-offs at the
end of the season. The win
widened Boston's lead over sec-
ond-place Syracuse to six and
one-half games.
It was the only game play-
ed.
Kentucky High School
Basketball Results
By UNITED PRESS
Pikeville 63 Jenkins 55
Taylor C .unty 66 Magnolia 56
Inez 68 Paintsville 61
Fleming 105 Wayland 55
Kermit ( W Va.) 56 Warfield 43
Blaine 79 -Hitchins. 44 .  -
Garret' 81 Maytawn 63
Virgie .82 McDawell 68
Dunham 66 'Kingdom Came 36
Enrlirerton Million 59
Madison Rosenwald 56
Ruch (W.Va.) • 74 Belfry 50
COVTIllin n Grant 89
Ashland Booker T Wash 80
Louisville Invitational
Tournament, 1st Round
Daviesa County 86 Flaget 56
Ee_rrangteal__73khrepe 40_
Russell County 67 Atherton 61
Lexineerm Dtinba r 53
Shawnee 56
NEKC Tournament
2nd Round
74 McKell 48-
Greenup 72 Wurtland 66
Salt River Valley Conference
Tournament
Mount Washington 65
Sinai Western 50
Lebanon Junction 66
St. Catherine 35
Foothills Tournament
1st Round
Morgan County 85
Men ifee County 52
Oil Springs 96 Wolfe County 64
College Basketball
Results
By UNITED PRESS
East
Pittsburgh 86 St. John's (N.Y.) 73
Connecticut 84 Maine 62
Rutgers 86 Rhode Island 68
Boston Cot 65 Harvard 60
South
Furman- 89 South Carolina 77
Duke 88 Virginia 71
Stetson 73 Erskine 68
Rollins 72 Miami (Fla.) 68
Georgia Tech S M01111ent estincLinpoutti 8719 mlai!ciazai (703 hio) 59Detroit 76 Western Ontario 46M id west
Southwest
Ouachlti 68 Hendrix 68
West
Seattle 94 Portland 91'Of Glory Slips Into Past
By CHILES COLEMAN
United Press Sports Writer
ATLANTA (91 — It was a
heady. happy 411 hours and the
students of Georgia Tech, well
accustomed to triumphs on the
faottball field but not nearly Si)
well conditioned to basketball
supremacy, made the most of
it.
The htfbble burst resounding-
ly WerInesdaY night when the
fire-hardened basketball troops
of Kentucky coach Adolph Rupp
dropped the LThiversity of Geor-
gia, 74-.55. and went back into
indieptited first place in t h e
Southeastern Conference stand-
ings.
Fair 413 hours. Georgia Tech
had made quite a lot of disput
about Kentucky's first place
ranking.
The Engineers, after a slow
early-season start, clawed their
way tip the SEC ladder into a
tie with Tennessee for second
place, whipped the Vnts last
Saturday night 82-79. to settle
that, and squared off against
Kentucky Monday n ight in
Alexander Memorial Coliseum
here.
As a champion should. Ken-
Tech Campus here. Kentucky
had a conference game against
the University of Georgia.
Under normal, or Cven rea-
sonably abnormal, circumstances
no true Tech man would be
caught rooting' for Georgia. But
tins was different, The Tech
slualient. body turned:out to cheer
the ravel Bulldogs into a victory
which would have put Tech in
undisputed posseseion of first
place in t h e SEC basketball
standings for the first time in
21 years.
This, of course, was a dream
too good tn c:ent• true.: Rupp
and his Kentucky team did not
earn their long reputation far
basketball supremacy by caving
under pressure. They throttled
Georgia with championship ef-
ficiency and Tech's 48 hours of
glory were over.
But the heroes of the Tech
victory over Kentucky remain-
ed — Terry Randall, a ,-foot,
guard free Columbia.
Ky.. who was passed over by
Kentucky., recruiters a n d who
stored 26 points against Rupp's
team Wednesday night; Ituddy
Blemker, another undersized
guard who pumped in 21 points,
came back with an unbeatable
surge' and won, '71-52. That put
the Eriganeere In a tie for first
piece wi'h Kentucky and school
authorities declared a full dara
holiday for Tucsday.
A, schaduling quirk built the
dreams higher. On Wednesday
night. in the same Alexander
Memorial Coliseum just off the
half, and saphomore forward
Dave DeMon ,another Kentuck-
ian who got away, who hit for
11 points and took 22 rebounds
for Kentucky hands.
Tech has eight conference
garnee ksft, six of them , on the
road, and could fight back for
another crack at the top. But
the odds now favor Kentucky,
with seven games left -including
three. on their home court- at
Lexington.
The Engineers tackle Alabama
at Tuscaloosa Saturday night in
one ef the road games. Two
caber gatias--complete- the SEC
WC( kend card. Auburn-Vander-
bilt and a tuane-Mississippi.
Fights Carded
made it two in a row with a
56-54 win over county rival
Lynn Grove in the opening
winos ot the Calloway County
Tournament last night in the
MSC sports arena.
Murray Training was dead-
locked with the Hazel quintet.
10-10. at the end of the first
period of play but mined away
midway in the second quarter.
Colt guard. Billy Rogers scored
11 points in that second stanza
to lead Murray Training to a
32-20. halftime lead.
The MTS sauad took the open-
ing tip at the out set of the
Third period and scored on a
basket by Vaughn to push into
a 14-point lead. The Murray
quintet was able to bii•al up
--ar—much as a 16-point lead at
one point in the Period but
the Lians fought back to close
the gao to 12 points. 45-33, at
the end of the stanza.
_Hazel wasable to shave only
two points off the' Colt ad-
%animge in the final canto and
Merrar Training rolled into the
I semi-final - rounds with a 10-
peint victory, 53-43.
Almo had to come from behind
in the second half to atop the
net-ripping Warren led Wildcats
by a slim two points, 56-54.
Rodney Warren opened tip the
game with one of his traditional
lump shots to give Lynn Grove
a 2-0 lead. The Wildcats never
erirmiletely- lost --that lead- email
Almo's Furgerson scored to give
the Warriors e. 34-32 advantage
With thee ml t utes left in the
third period.
The Wildcat's were leading the
Almo quintet 11-8 at the end
of the first quarter and held
a halftime margin of four points.
26-22. Almo caught up with
the: Cats early in the third period
but it was , not until late in
the quarter that Furgerson scored
to give his team a permanent
lead over I.enn Grove and phe-
nonmenal Warren,
Entering into the final canto
with a 42-35 lead the Warrior(
clicked in an offensive pattern
that gave them a commanding-
12 point advantage. but then
Warren came through for Lynn
Grove again and scored 10 con-
secutive points to whittle the
score to two points. 52-50. with
only 52 seconds left to play.
On the return trip down court
Furgerson scored for the War-
riors but Warren retaliated and
with 17 seconds to play his
learn trailed by two points. Vic-
tory was still, possible but time
was fast running out. Furgerson
hit two free throw attempts
' ter- glee -Ahno a 56-52 lead. War-
ren drove down court and sank
another basket joist as the born
sounded. ..Almo had won by a
slim two points, 56-54, in a
hard fought struggle for victory.
Billy Rogers was the top scorer
in the first tilt of the evening,
tailing 24 points for the Colts.
REVERE. Ma. 101 — Two.
bosers trained by Rip Valenti
will meet a pair of New York
invaders in eight-round • bouts
at the Rollaway Arena next
Monday night. Joe De Nucci of
Newton will fight Charley
aabingeon, and Jimmy Con-
naras 'of New Bedford will tangle
with Lou Carmona.
"THE MAN" SIGNS UP — Stan Musial (left), peer-
-less St. Louis Cardinal, signs his 1958 contract which
call for a National League salary record of $100,000.
Lookirig on is owner August A. Busch who hoped the
Cards can sign Stan for "many more years."
(International sound:it:tots).
Tiger Juniors
Down Mayfield
Last Night
The Murray Junior High team
broke a third quarter tie to run
part I h e Mayfield Freshman
team` 33-25 here at Murray.
Thursdax—.
Mayfield was leading at the
end of the first period, 11-8,
but the Junior Tigers held the
young Cardinals to-'only 1 point
irs the second quarter as they
raced by for a 19-12 lead at
halftime. Mayfield took note and
follewed in like a pattern during
the third stanza netting an even
10 points while Murray collected
only drhree. The score at the
end of three periods of play
was deadlocked 22-all.
• Entering into the final canto
the Tigers again stopped their
visiting rival to score a 33-25
triumph. T h e Murray Junior
High team was hown-- :great
improvement and has mad a
much great showing in recent
games, a team spokesman said.
Junior Tiger. Robert Lee. was
the high point man for the
Contest with a cord ripping 19
points.
Murray Scoring
Williams 4. Rose 2, Oakley 4
Lampkins 4, Lee 19.
Victors In Opening found
Murray Train'g And Almo
In Semi - Finals Tonight
The Murray Training School Duncan managed 17 for :he 25, .1.ee 4 ()tem). 4.
Colts broke a first period deadareang Lions. Floor errors was Lynn Grove (54)
lock to stop the Hazel Lions, ltehat tilefrat for the Manning 2 Lamb 8. Adams
53-43, and the Almo Warriors Tampa Wa•PPI. OW shot the Mura‘y 4, Warren ha Butterworth.
roiled both from the field and
frem the rharity lane. The Liens
look 97 shots from the B 
1 
b 11field n-rn n'ine on 11 of them as et a
fer sn eent. The losing
„am (12 per cent frar G
the free •hrow lane a, comnsrea reat Aids
57 i,er rent for the victors ;
sues:ray Trainine maae IR ef 501 As
e.t.a goal attempts for 36 per
"en'
174-idnev Warren was the star!
-.4' the 4iyeninc web: a sizzlinis
an poi's,. on 11 cennertiona f'-'m
')1,̀ field and 10 of 13 free
Throw attempts. The rest el'
'he Lynn Grove players combin-
n" toenther for only 14 points
They hit 19 of 51 shwa freim
'hn floor for 17 ner rent and
le of 23 free throws for 70 ner
rent
.Almo teas lea by Thomas Lamb
"ho terned in a sterling tier-
fro-marten in -collecting 25 nnints
'rho wearier, toasea in 21 of
Iield _ anal attermite_a_ine_ -41
nee rent and 14 of 29 foul shots
for 4/1 per cent.
-erne see-eae honors went to
WS,*P11 teith his amazing 40
nointa The 5-11 shot maker
Peels' Lynn Grove fell Mat a
little below his usual shooting
nereen•ave but still fired in a
good 44 per cent.
This evening's action will see
Kirksev Hieh School encounter
Murray Training in the first
game and New Concord, county
lerader,- -wrii- -tangle -- with riseAlmo squad in the second af-
fair. a --
1 Murray Training ....10 32 45 53Hazel  10 20 33 43Murray Training (53)
Harrel 6, Suiter 4, Parker 4.
Vaughn 6, Thompson 4, Burton
2, Shroat 2, Rogers 24.
Hazel (43)
Wilson 2. Raspberry 4. Erwin
7, Curd 7. Moss 2, Waters 4.
Duncan 17.
Alma  822 42 58
Lynn Grove 11 26 35 54
Almo (56)
Furgerson 11, Lovett 12, Lamb
Director
Howard "Tiny" Ale?iander
A big man, doing big things
fir Kentucky youth is T-Toward
"Tiny" Alexander six foot-eight
inch 265,neena all-time haeacet-
hell oreat at Georgetown Colleee
...- Pew leftogeot. Alexander
is new recreational director at
Kentucky State Reception Center,
Lyndon,
neeina feer years of college
basketball scored 2.123
noints and was all-KLA.C. center
three years. Following graduation
in 1957 "Tint," flirted with offers
to nlay nrofeesional basketball
and to do high school coaching.
but he refused in order to accept,
what he calls, "a chance to help
Kentucky youngsters who really
need help" -
The Reception Center recrea-
tional program includes indoor
and ourdnor games and sports,
calisthentics. movies — all co-
ordinated with the Center's prog-
ram of rehabilitation.
NOW OPEN...
BOB'S TV SERVICE
BOB RANDOLPH, Serviceman
6 Years Experience Servicing TV
In Murray
Located in ... WARD AUTO SUPPLY BUILDING
512 West Main Street
Expert Repair on All Makes TV & Radio
Phone 788
If No Answer Call 258
ONLY 280
Shopping Days.
Christmas, 1958, may seem far away,
but time has a way of flying by.
Will you have to worry about paying
your Christmas bills again next Janu-
ary? You will unless you do like hun-
dreds of others are doing — join a
Christmas Savings Club at the Peoples
Bank.
You can still join one of our Christmas
Savings Club and have from $125 to
$500 for paying those 1958 Christmas
bills.
•
--Kentucky College
Results
By United Press
Georgetown 106 Bert's 63
Villa Madonna- 60 ,
Loyola of Baltimore 50
Sue Bennett 81 Ky. Christian 55
Lindsey .Wilson 102
Cumberland 99
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Club News
Goals
Actiyities
.ilurray Chapter
No. 433 DES Mee
Recently At Lodge
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
O. met Tuesday evening. Jan-
uary 28, at seven o'clock in the
lodge han. Mrs. Mary Louise
Baker, worthy matron. and Nix
Crawford, worthy patron, pre-
sided.
The meeting was opened in
short form and regular bu.siness
was cenctucted. The initatien
-4
emseice scrreceutea
ing was postpened until a later
date.
Pro tern officers serving were
Mesdames Delena Hendon, -Nell
Robb:as. Onea Jones, Ruth
Williams and Mr. George Wil-
liams.
The next meeting will be
Tuesday evening. February 11
at 7:30 with Mrs. Oneta Jones
and Mrs. Maude. Armstrong in
cnarge refreshments.
At the close of the meeting
refreshments were served the
group by hostesses Mrs. Connie
Jones and Mts. Inez ScaTtereetAM,
• • • •
-We know from experience
that parole. when it is honestly
and expertly - managed, provides
better protection for society Man
does any other method of release
front prison." — Franklin Roose-
velt
Blain* $ 300.00
Weciding Ring $175
Maw •••12.0.0 to or. delasio
Noce. am luck T
Always Easy Credit at
FURCHES
JEWELRY
S. 4th St. Ph. 1934
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Monday, February 3 ,
The Cora Graves Circle of
the College Presbyterian Church
will ;peel in the home .A Mrs.
Ed Brunner at 8 p.m. Dr. Don
Hunter will be guest speaker.
• • •
The Lottie Moor. Circle of the
First Baptist Church will meei!
home of Mrs. 'Porter
Holland at 7 0 int
Co-hostess well be Mrs. Arlie
Scott.
•
es
The Business _Women's Circle
at the First Baptist Church will
meet in the home of Miss, Lo-
rene Swann'. Co-hostess will be
Mrs. Edd Adam and Mrs. Solon
Darnell is program leader.
• • •
The Teastm.stress Club will
meet at 6 p.m. at the Murray
Women's Club House.
• • • •
Tuesday. February 4
Zhe geperal meeting of the
WSCSof nrst Mettler:Set Church
will meet at the church at 10:40
a In.
The -Jessie Luchvick Circle of
the College Presbyterian Church
will meet at two o'clock in the
afternoon in the home of Mrs.
Marilyn Young. Miller Avenue.
The deeotionel will be given by
Mrs. Ben Sefterffius and Mrs.
Margaret Austin is in charge of
:the program.
• 
• • • • •
The Ann Hasselene Class of
the Merman& Baptist Church
will meet in the home of Mrs.
C. •J. Bradley at 7:30 in the
evening.
•e• • ••
1 The Murray Aseembly of
Re:abyss- for Girls will meet at
HEAR fiow
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
HEALS
S.15 EACH SUNDAY A.M.
On Radio Station WNBS
• also •
WSIX TV CHANNEL S
NASHVILLE
Each Sunday P M.
Bet_tu
Rose
fashion
backs tweed
all the way!!
A loot of o coot, Coming or
gong The bock, gracefully
hoe a pleated_ yoke _nad
shadow ponel. The front, in
slim contrast, has a three.
button closing Nubbed
Cobblestone Tweed in Beige
Pink, Blue, Grey, Gold.
Sizes 6 to 16
45.00
Littleton 's
the Mast cec Hall at 7 .in.
• • • •
The Cherry Corner Home-
makers Club will Meet at one
o'clock in the afternoon in the
home of Mrs. N.- A. Ezell.
• • • •
The Delia Deparhnent of the
Murray Women's CIO will meet
at 7:30 in the evening. Program
"Meet Your Neighbor" will be
given by Mrs. Jack Frost and
Mrs. E. B. Howton. Hostesses
are Mesdames A. B. Austin, C.
B. Ford. Ronald Churchill and
Miss Ruby Simpson.
• • S •
Group I of the CWF, First
Christian Church, will meet in
the home of Mrs. 'Greg Miller,
Vine Street, at 2:30 in the affer-
noon.
'• • • •
CWF Group II of the First
Christ:an Church will meet in
the church parlor at 2:30 in
the afternoon. Mrs. C. B. Fair
will be hostess.
• • • •
Wednesday, February S.
The Grace -erfiff -Ciffeeeat
the - College Presbyterian Church
will meet in the home of Mrs.
Margaret Terhune, 1105 Papier.
Street. at 930 in the morning.
• • • •
Thursday, February 
The ToWn. And County Home-
makers Culb will Meet at -seven
o'clock in the evening in the
home of Mrs- Stubb Wilson.
Saturday. February 8
The Captain • Oury
chapter of the DAR will meet
at 2:30 in the afternoon in the
home of Mrs. Wells Purdorn,
North 10th Street. Mrs. Juliad
Evans is -so-ho.stess. All mem-
uers are urged to attend the
meeting.
• e • •
Monday,. February 10
' The S.gme Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
es annual - Sweetheart —Dfnner
ear the .husbands at the club
tveuse. Guest speaker will be
Mr. Holmes Ellis. Hustesees will
tie Mesdames Maurice Crass, Jr.,
Ce B. Boone, Jr.. Gene Landult,
Torrirnye D. Taylor, Allen Rose,
and Harry Whayne.
• • •
YANK SALES HIGH
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey Dean
Hendon announce the birth of
a son Jenuary 21 weighing six
pounds 11 ounces at the Murray
Hospital. The Hendons live on
Murray Route 5. The baby was
named Rodger Dean.
• t. • •
•
A son, Ronald Gene, was born
January 2e. winghing 7 pounds
• ounces at the Murray Hos-
pital to Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
Galen Outland! of 612 Bread
Street.
•
LONDON -IP — American fer-
ces ...stationer! in Bream spend
an estimated 224 million dollars
a year. according to Chancello
of :he Exchequer Derek Heath-
coat-Amory. Asked in Parliament
where there was any sign that
the British economy was esuifere
ing from, a perlicy of Yanks go
ie." Heart:coat-Army said that
sales to le S. forces were as
high ks ever.
ILL-FATED CIGARETTE
NASHVILLE Tenn. IF —Willis
Hawkins stopped to light a
i cigarette and ended up in the
!hospital for treatmept of burns.
' Investigators said Hawkins halted
to light his- match over a gasI '
!main that was leaking setting
'tuff a leash Lire_
Mrs. Charles Reesor
Honored With Party
On January 29
Mrs. Charles Reesor was hon-
ored wfth a dinner given by
the employees of the Bank of
Murray. Wednesday evening,
January n at six o'clock in the
Murray Electric Building. Mrs.
Reesor, an employee of t h e
bank, Is moving with her family
to Somerset, Kentucky.
Remarks were made following
dinner by*...__Luther Dune. exe-
cutive v ice ---pRenaen or tar-
bank. and he presented Mrs.
Reeser with Sampsotute luggage,
a going-away gift Iron the em-
ployees.
PERSONALS
Mrs. Paul Die fell yesterday
morning at work and crushed
an arm. She underwent surgery
for the arm injury at the Mur-
ray General Hospital immedi-
ately following the fall, and le-
day is reported to be resting I
well.
• • • •
Cynthia Lane waAeborn to -Mr.
and errs. Jerry Byars Thomas
January 23 at the Murray Hes-
peal. The baby weighed eight
pounds three ounces. The Tho-
mas family lives at 403 Hughes
Avenue.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Kelley
Parks, .404) Chestnut Street, an-
nounce the birth of a son, David
Lynn. born January 23 at the
Murray Hospital weighing seven
pounds six ounces.
• • • •
Group Promotes
Memory Of Soddies
COLlay. Kan. — er• — An
regarezation including such ce-
lebrities as Lawrence Welk and
lermer Sen. Edwin Johnson of
Ckilerado --is bustle agemmelel
the memory of the sod house
of pieney days.
' The organization, Sons and
'Daughters of Soddies. Inc.,
headquartered in a genuine sod
house here, is nen-ccimmercial.
It sponsors a free museum, and
TRe memberships cyst $l. Only
persons who were born in a sod
house or lived or taught school
in tine are eligible for member-
ship. ,
Lifetime memberships • have
been sent to hundreds of per-
sons in nearly very state, as
well as Alaska, Hawaii amid
Canada. .
The organiratien's president,
V. A. Kear. Colby, was born in
a sedoheuse and for many years
taught school for the pioneers
in soddies in this area. 
•
FOUR Himnajw aadjj0N THIS y/AR—ValentInes change, but love goes o
n forever. That's why
therele a much greater variety of Valentines awaiting your sele
etioa now than ever before. The
Greeting Card association estimates that more than 400,000,000 
Valentines will be sent through
the mails between now and February 14, the most sentimental day 
In the year. (Inter:waking:11
lueSe • • •
(Continued From Page 1) -
to the all-out war, for which
the Soviet bloc nations cid' not
have formidable a n d gnawing
capabilities
"I deeply believe that we
should base a great deal more
of our national power o'n and
under the sea."
Gates ponca.xied frankly he
spoke for the Navy's interests.
But he said his contentions also
were in the national interest.
Meanwhile. Sen. John C.Sten-
nis (D-Miss ) propesed a check
rein on Detente Secretary Nee
H. McElroy in the field of mace
research. He said the Defense
Department should be limited
ti military space projects until
Congress decides whether to
vele overall authority for space.
rpearch in a civilian agency.
HANDS ACROSS THE IRON CURTAIN—Wi
lliam Lacy (left),
etete •Iepertment special assistant and
 Soviet Ambassador
Georgi Zaroubin shake hands in Washi
ngton after signing _
an agreement for TV program exch
anges between the L. S.
• and Russia. The U. S. and Sovi
et aleo have agreed to ex-
"sa•-sg••• delagateana in the cultural, 
scientific, technologieal,
ineeeriat, nerteiltural rine sports; fields. 
et nue ears.urnefee
Hospital...
(Continued From Page 11
27, 1356 to J y 29. 1958.
Mrs. Lroy Barnett. 1316 Vine,
Murray; Mns. Tommy Morgan,
Rt. 1. Bent ,n, and baby boy;
Mrs. Lents Ward. 214 Woodland,
Murray; Mr. Orville Jenkins. Rt.
5, Murray. Mr. Clifton Barrett
(Expired). Rt. 5. Murray; Mrs.
Alvin Crump. Rt. 2. Golden
Pond; Mrs. Glenn Nimmo and
baby girl, Rt. 4, Benton; Mrs.
George Green, Re. 2, Hazel; Mrs.
Jeff Hubbaird, 105 Pine Murray,
Master Dennis Nall, 1706 Ryan,
Murray; Miss Frecie Marie
Hurnbuckle (Expired), 2 1 3
Spruce, Murray.
Allan P....
• HACKIES ISSUE RECEIPTS
NEW YORK IF-1.111 alitiAt
riders who need evidence to
prove their income tax purposes
must receive fare receipts
promptly on requee, 'hi' police
department has reminded Now
York cab "drivers. The depart-
ment is proViding special forms
to be used by hackies.
(Continued From Papa .1)
tie in history in 1954 for control
of New' York Central, the na-
tion's second biggest .railruad.
At the erne of Is t s death.
Young was chairman el 'both
Allegharry and Central.
. • ,
There was approximately 15
per cent Increase of paiitetts
at Kentucky Training Home.
Frankfort. during the year. The
present total is over 900 witn
inure than_50. eer cent
male patients. !,
ROCK HUDSON and Jane
Wyman. the magnificent stars
"Magnificent Obcession" are
reunited in the l'echnicolor
film "All That Heaven Allows"
which shows Sunday and Mon-
t tee eterrey roriee-tri
Theatre
VERY SMISFACIORY"—Condl-
Von of Ohio's Republican Gov.
William O'Neill. whose current
illness has been diagnosed as
a heart attack, is described as
"very satisfactory" by doctors
In Columbus. (International)
AMP
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FRIDAY — JANUARY 31, 1958
Royalty visits centennial
AIM
0814), N.,rw ay (IF —Princess
Astrid will attend the celebra-
tion of MinnesoTa's centen
nial
This summer, it was announced
today. The foreign minastry said
the 26-year-old princess will be
aecompained by remier Eine.
Gerhardsen and Several other
officials.
TOO MANY WINNERS
' CAMBRIDGE, England AP —
1
Too many people — more than
5.400 — hit the jackpot in a
local football pool, and wound
up collecting winnings of about
four cents eaeh.
HORSE WRECKS TRUCK
VALDOSTA, Ga. (le — A horse
collided head-on with a truck
owned by Glenn O'Neal. Damage
to the truck: a smashed front end
and a shattered windshield. To
the horse: none whatsoever.
ELVIS
PRESLEY
,at his greatest!
I.
Singing!
Fighting!
Dancing!
Romancing!
Jailhouse
Rock
STARTS
SUNDAY
anissa 
MIRTHI
MOOELSII
MUSIC III
ARTISTS
MODELS
I. .,-.1_1.,V,"•,_L'E.3
TODAY!
& SATURDAY
1;y,
„:41
The
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Cry of
Caged
MIll
al l.
CI 011r
the U!
22.01sates 1/111Mr•ss,es MOW • ire, eta
wile T.' • CM' /VW • IIMISNAL I MOROI
BUYS IN CLEAN, LOW MILEAGE, USEP CARE!
1957 OLDSMOBILE
Super "88" 4-Door Sedan
Local Car.
1956 "98" HOLIDAY
4-Door Sedan, All Power, New
Rubber, Sharp Car.
1955 OLDS "98" 4-DR.
Sedan, All Power, Sharp Car.
1955 OLDS SUPER 88
Two-Door, Two-Tone Blue,
1952 OLDS 2-DOOR
Nice Car!
1957 FORD 2-DOOR
Nice Car! New Tires,
1956 BUICK SPECIAL
Hard-Top, One Owner.
Really Sharp!
1955 PONTIAC
Local, Sharp Car.
1955 BEL AIR
6-Cylinder, •4-Door.
Nice Car, Good Rubber.
1955 PACKARD
20,000 Miles, Nice Car.
Cheap'
1955 FORD PICKUP
Local Truck, Ky. License
1949 CADILLAC
"60" Special.
1948 CHEVROLET
4-Door,
1946 PLYMOUTH
4-Door.
See COOK SANDERS or VERBLE TAYLOR
AT
J. T. HALE MOTOR CO:
7th at Main St. Phone 833
a
AT THE
MANY WONDERFUL BARGAINS STILL HERE... SAVE ON V TIONALLY
 ADVERTISED BRANDS! VA I ETY 11
Amminommommommippipppgjgam
SALE STILL GOING ON
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Royalty Visits Centennial
.m.~essaa • mil
OSLO, Norway OP --Princess
Astrid will attend the celebr
a-
tion of MtnnesoTa's c
entennial
this summer, it was announc
ed
today. The foreign minestry said
the 26-year-old princess will be
accompained by Eremier
Gerhardsen and 'Several other
officials.
HORSE WRECKS TRUCK
VALDOSTA, Ga. - A horse
collided head-on with a truck
owned by Glenn O'Neal: Damage
to the truck: a smashed front end
and a shattered windshield. To
the horse: none whatsoever.
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1955 PONTIAC
Local, Sharp Car.
1955 BEL AIR
6-Cylinder, • 4-Door.
Nice Car, Good Rubber.
1955 PACKARD
20,000 Miles, Nice Car.
Cheap'
1955 FORD PICKUP
Local Truck, Ky. License
1949 CADILLAC
"60" Special.
1948 CHEVROLET
4-Door.
1946 PLYMOUTH
4-Door.
i or VERBLE TAYLOR
MOTOR CO.
Phone 833.
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1 T ,11• OP wsrd hire 0816 day. nolahnum ef 17 tweeds for 60e - Se per weed fee three days. Claseltled INS 1111. payable 111 OGY611411.
'1F:6satasissuagalsass •
THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, ICKNTUCKI
ACRE FARM. , Two miles
FINt SALE west of Kirksey. On pavement,.
Milk, mail, sehoel bus route.
• Three ream *Ares 411 acres cul-
Proleaoor's Dream House. One I tivated. Acre tobacco base. Will
from college. 3 
bedrooms,. also 
sell A acres adjoining.block
!harper E. Misers, 136 Lefflet Xliar) bathb
, study, air condition-
er, autornaac heat. Phone 721. Ferry Road, Lamay, 23, Mo.
0  
TFC Ph. IlUdson 1-8544. Fri.-TF
Condadt, Deep Freeze, chest
type 15'. $249.95. Trad - ins ac-
cepted. Gambles, "The Friendly
Sti,re." 304 E. Main. FIC
we BED with mattress and 
ctest Good condition. See at
308 S 4th,,, Phone 510-R. F14;•
-NICE _property and restaurant,
wonderful business, new build-
ing and fixtures, well stocked
electrical appliances, deep freeze,
electric heat, lei 140 ft., parking
space, truckstop, located on Hwy.
80 near 641. $20,000 business in
1957.1er
selling because of health..
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS -
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f -Rune
a S% III' ..if•lue
ii r
14- 01:irl'• name
15- V. ...len pin
14- Currie meter
S7- Parent 1140.114.3..1- Manny
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auk 3 -
Culloct
35- !totaling dirc.-
..1 inachlorry
i4- liotlefli
35- Partner
39 Encountered
Traaraelion
41 - Per feet
- t'a.t ago .
44- .%Isn
44 - I4o,,k of maga
44-l't gar, of
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4- fltde-k In gs
6-River Island
eagles
II-Paradise
11-Sen xoti lb of
Europe
11-Soung boy
1,--Earth graiders
21 -Ent1.1.4 er
73-While
23 - Routh Afrlean
fox .
24-UnIt
26- Pertaining to
an area
27-College, degree
21I- linter vrtcli •
SO-Tnial
33 -A:melt-wed
33- Small rug
34 Part of 'to be"
▪ Ita.ement
mhol roe
tellurium
33-1.01 finish
40- Therefnre
42 - ''ire,-In
4 • Slag • •
41 Hirer 1.ra t
41 Armin-Sri gni.
17 Th.,. • lewd
al ..the
47 3,441.mm...1an
rrri•
▪ Trrir. ill.'', II.
193 ACRE Farrn, good location,
teary highway, 5 room house,
electricity, gOod stock barn, 2
tobacco barns, toLacco base, 80
acres under good fencing, plenty
of water. 150 acres cultivating
land. Bargain, $11,000. Owner
leaving state.
W. H. Brown Real Este
Gatlin Building
Murray, Ky.
Office Ph, 2042 Res. 146
TRUCK BED in first class-. con-
dition, 14 feet lung and 8 feet
wide. Four matched 670x15 tires
Lk new five matched 640x15
tires like new. Call 151-3195
after 6:00. F3P
FOR RENT I
FURNISHED APT., private en-
trance, -bath, electric heat, near
college. Also house trailer with
bath Call 1057-M. 73P
2 ROOM Furnished apartment.
GroUnd fluor, hotwater & bath.
1206 W. Main. Ph. 325. F3P
Business Property, 2nd floor of
Day et Nile Cafe building. 20
by 70 feet, excellent condition,
private entrance. See Trent
Wells, Mgr., Day & Nite Cafe.
TFC
2 ROOM APT., furnished, pri-
vate entrance, electric range.
Rent reasonable. 503 N. 6th, or
phone 914-W. J31C
ON. Waldrop Drive. Ctimpletely
furnished 3 room apartment on
ground Dour. Immediate posses-
sion. For information call 1149.
J3IP
UPSTAIRS furnished apartment,
close to town, stoker heat. Pri-
vate entrance. $40 mo. Phone
1288. J31C
FURNISHED 3 .som apartment,
upstairs. Private entrance. 18th
and Main. Call 1279-J. J31P
FURNISHED APT., $25 per am.
Also sleep.ng rooms with cook-
ing priviledges. Girls preferred.
Phone 131.-J. 708 Olive. PIP
JAMES KEENE'S model new novel
Jusricr, MY man!
c,..„,40, op T.; serewitee. Aram
11 ;111 IS 1141'14 • I VW. -sou 'only Luttier• pretty
use • then 411/Mt tram' rot ad things '
rawly. • ryr u n 10 e • A the
stoca telet.1 Pk vet OW, .1
4.1 1.0 •.41,1%
1111M 11,01 the Mart 1 
Alto is rite • Cho. .. in.
0015, Smoke Ha • °Ides than you
'ado. roan 7..a. tiv. 'h• '1'110 Age .3a • -11, 1.11111L
asenriee nn•iner rb. first _
t• I . elle .7orc owned .ui 
tn. ut WIth vnen
Doe. KAN. • in,. .11thrl Our' starteo 1,0 write to you.
.0 'tee it hrl inn eAne
• ve• •••le. • 'III Il. 15,
Ilil *41,5114 sa Isati. !foga ..-nsaaa
,routie lair: he 5.1.21111.1i
,.o,u OM th I • .1..urIllatt _oftl
wee., dii el nem. • mink rustier
agn . DIIICI (WWI -egulto• am% .ortl
Olt .0 tot Rill • 4sie1 lull. it Air
ol the SullIrl. eft rot. hr :Ottl SlUt Ii
ii tb• Yana/. rreentmenr ,/14 imori•
/ Liar. Jrht ner 4mok•
n. narrator or the nary -Met' p 'he
wane .4 tor lull. rad tiny, auth
vel le plliett ar ehlhee between Cord
and Iii Nil
CHA/tTEH 10
FM. PLACk- was as quiet as a
/ graveyaro is nen I got nonie
trial mitt° turned my oony into
oia slab ano 1111t1/4 up saddle and
oridla °store walking Cc the
noose was on the porch be tore
realize°. someone was sitting
there and I iumpeo • toot. •
Edna sain '1 doin't mean to
scare you imoke A girl?"
"Thought you'a oe in bed,- I
sato 'ailing a seat on the porch
ral 11715.
"I'm too nappy to sleep," she
said. -I'm afraid that if ha
Meer re weft, ap-ana Ind that it
was all • dream " The rocker
creaked slightly as she shifted.
-Have you been across the river?"
"Yes.'' I sand.
"Thal trouble Cord nad in
;ewe wasn I it with the people
across the river?"
I knew what me was getting
It and !weans, she AAP new.
let ?ter get away ,iith it.. -That
a-as Cord's trouble." I toll her.
' 'They ain't mad at me. Anti I
roiess the tronbie wit pass in
"Your brother likes to nave his
own way, doesn't he?"
.other T"
-No, Cord."
"Ile rims things," I said. "Ever
since Pe died, Cord's been the
laws We ain't suffered env."
"Yes i ran see that fic-a a
strong man. Smoke I knew that
the first time I vet saw Mtn, in
Chicago" She looked at me: net
facr was • Vague oval In the
night light '1 liked him. firrinke.
I Suppose rot of girls have liked
Cord rylpir••••
--- At ....net the o9rk
at twice‘," I said, then added,
Uluuggli ale was .01:u seemed
i.1510 way IA :our i
ne s marrieo you now. ono I guess
you got a sign! 'Au mak, some-
thing ot it Luther's neer, kola of
norneotsay, sepi a tight
rein on aim i wouldn't want to
See nun WW1 advantage of just
necauee he Igreen."
I think I understand, Wm'
said. 'Anu Smoke. you'll never
nave to worry.' l'he talk was at
W. encl. inc got up ..no tteppea
tc the door. 'Smoke, is your girl
ruc,ers;
ain't exactly my girl," I
sII/1 sorry to admit
"But is she nice ?” Then Edna
sniugged 'It really cloesn•t mat-
ter smoke Goo.] night;
After she went into the (louse,
i sat alone on the porch and won-
dered if I nadn't snot my mouth
oft again when I should have kept
mtopinims t.o myself. My judg-
ment of net nail been sudden and
unkind, ano she seserveo oetter
than that. Finally I got up and
went into the room ! had shared
with Luther, only now I nad it to
myself. Luther and Edna nad
moved into the back room which
Ana always sent as • spare in
ease we nen overnight company
My concern about Edna break-
ing up the O'Dare tarnity was not
as strong as it nail once been. and
arthough she was still • stranger,
decideo that I would do my best
to understano net Her being
city -tri naturally trouper, my
suspicion, and that was wrong:
I nem no right to judge net from
my tine' observations of Omaha's
night life. Ot course Edna would
have a tot ti learn, and so would
1, especially about het clothes and
ephy sne liked them sO 101111 And
I'd have to get used !..c. the powder
she wore on het race Time, I told
myself. that's what It would take.
The next morning all at us be-
gan to learn a tew more things
about 1.;,1116. NrdhIng from what
she ̀ tRI,I. and I guess nothing too
Important nut when Ma asked
her to help with the hreakfast we
soon found out that she'd never
s. yogi '
711  'h-er4"4-1"4-nt teirwer-ile";
tart. Nose to mine. 'smoke this
• Ahnla that much?" she esked. She
sale? meant to do that. -Does it
idnelr
the' chilr. 
--ty•-i new lift for me. (live me a
• r In Itcr IV" '
wouldn't do onythinjutp hurt
• •
that It lien I burn 'nil ever
some 31 I 110 din our oer
grabbe0 au i muse Pieces it st•
tnern as though that was the way
nr liked oacon.
'I'm sorry Eons kept saying.
'11/ do oetter
-Well never you mind." Ma
said 'My rano& fide your ozilks
ever teach you to cook .'
1-I Used a rot Will re1114kek
"She mut things nxeo tor n r
Coro said 'Servants and all
Ain't that right Edna "
knew gooe ano well that she
didn't and wondered why :orci
said Such • thing, or put net on
the sp -a like hat 'dna looked
at him ano trawl to make up nor
mina is nether to impute nun Or
not Ma sato "You never men-
tioned relatives in your letters,
child."
'Well,' Cord said. "Edna never
had real relatives did you, Edna'
Just Aunt Harriet 0111 she wasn't
Edna's real aunt, was she.
Edna?"
"No," Edna said in a small
voice. "Can't we drop It. please
"We're all one family," Cord
said. "We don't keep secrets from
each °theta."
Edna raised her weed and stared
at him for • tong moment. Even
Luther's attention sharpened.
Cord waited. rui iyeti steady
nen, then Edna put net nead
down and began eating.
The meat turned a little stiff:
Cord and Edna ate in silence and
Luther sat there wondering what
the devil was going on For my-
self. I could only wonder and I
really didn't want to do that for
s man is led int( sorne wrong
conclusions that way.
Since I lad things to do, I ex-
cused myself and went to the
bars to saddle my florae Before
I could iefive Cord came out He
had ori his .44 no 1 figured ria
was gone, to town.
"1 could use 'tome help today,"
1 said. True enough we didn't
nave enough stock to make this
• full-time three-handed ranch.
but I was getting tired of all the
heavy work falling on me.
"(let Daher," he said. "I'll he
hack by noon."
"What's to do In town now that
we didn't do yesterday?"
He looked levelly at me and
said, 'You wouldn't pry int, s
man's butanes, now, would you
spent much time n a kitchen.
Cord seemed virtly amused and
sr was ep_n_lorzing all over
the place Whteh made thlngs
worse. Edna seemed aisiut ready
to burst inte tears and I guess
she would have if it win', been
for Ma5 who could smooth any-
thing wet She ggsve Edna an
May job, watching Use bacon go
•
AMORO r Re gal tits hirese.•
the.ptall and. smoothed on the
saddle blanket While he saddled,
he said, WAM rut to Mole 
nese
the herd we're going to ship and
nee that they haven't busted down
Wrote F.voretre fence There's
some grass near his spring that
the critters yeller fnr"
(To Be COntinved)
•
•
3 IbtFt + ROOM UN furnished
apartment. • Heat, lights, water
and garage furnished. See at
11403 W. main or call 512-J.
Fine
UNfurnished apartment. 4 rooms
and bath, Si mile west of city
limits sin Lynn Grove Highway.
$30 month. For appointment call
I. F1C
w-Arfr- ED to RENT i
Young Couple, two small boys.
Desire to rent two bedroom apt.
Cat Sfrialritotise7TirrnIghetr,
one year. Call 959-R4 or 1991
after 5 -pm. TIFC
r Services Offered
KIRKSEY
'Route 2
News
•Mr. B. H. Jones of Stella was
carried to the Murray Hospital
a few days ago with a severe
heart attack. His condition is
reported -to be much -better.
Mr. and -Mrs. Will Belcher of
near Kirksey have been On two
weeks vacation visiting with
two of their sons in Paducah
and Illinois. •
Bainey Dartell who hate been,
sick is much improved and able
to Work at the tobacco barn in
Murray last week.
Mr. Miles Beach fell a few
days ago and skinned his face
and fractured his hip.
Pat Junes, who has been away
teaching school has been home
at the bedside of his father
w. his- been 1-5llbilI1Y-111-11
die Murray Hospital.
Let,' Dick of near here killed
hogs one day last week. -
Mr. and Mrs. Cabot Farless
of Chicago, has been visiting
their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Al
Farless and Mr. and Mrs. Miles •
Beach lately.
Sorry to hear of the death of
Mr. Gussie Beach who passed
away at his home near Kirksey
a few days ago from a heart
attack. Lots of death this winter
from heart attacks, our sym-
pathy to the bereaved ones.
James' Shelton has sold his
home in Murray to James -Bla-
lock and the James Shelton's
are moving to the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Hume. Ronald Churchill
and family are moving to their
new home just recently com-
pleted.
Mr. Clarence Erwin Who un-
derwent surgery at a Paducah
hospital, is back home and is
improving nicely.
Al Farless was a caller in
the home of George Carnell
Sunday morning.
Carlin Riley is sick- at his
home in Kirksey with a cold,
Mrs. - Martha Paschall w h .0
has been ill was able to attend
church Sunday.
The day is the biggest part
of life that we ever have be-
fore us at a time if we waste
it eve waste more opportunity
than we know fur each day
hoklls tspportunity, for prayer,
for kindness, for truth seeking,
for self control, for advancement.
Little Gary Lee Potts, sun of
Mr. Iod Mrs.. Harry Lee Puts,
has been sick with pneumonia
and their baby boy Roger Mack
has been sick with virus.
DEAD STOCK removed tree.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
collect, Mayfield 433, Union City
1308. A7C
NOTICE
WILL rent sewing machines by
week or month. Pfaff Sewing
Machine Sales & Service. Lassi-
ter Cloth Shop, Phone 1753-J.
FIC
"Parking is no Prebtem" at
Starks Hardware, 12th "& Pop-
lar. Phone 1142 for free city
delivery. TIC
Female Help Wanted I
HOL^SEWIVES! Without neglec-
ting your family. you can earn
good money. representing Avon
Cosmetics. 'Misi Alm Catlett,
P.O. Box 1004, Paducah, Ky.
F1C
FACTORY CHESS GAME
VIENNA aPI - T e Czech
Communist Party organ Rude
Pravo reported today that many
workers at the Pilsen locomo-
tive factory play chess on the
job instead of working. Noting
that. production at h e plant
sank 19 per cent last year and
that foreign customers were
gutting impatient for lung de-
layed orders, the paper said
"empluyes at the Lenin works
In Pilsen sometimes play chess
for many hours when they
should be at work."
Indiana prized the
toed, and perhaps
seede to food-short
Elastic Yarn
Aid To Figure
That Changes
By GAY PAULEY
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW TORK LIP - Around
Manhattan:
Adding on pounds usually
means letting out he seams.
But no longer, if the prediction
of Charles Weiner, a textile
official, comes true.
Weiner said that dresses-which
will expand. or contract, with
.he changes in weight are in
the test stage and may be
HAZEL
FHA..
available before the end of the
year.
Weiner is merchandise manag-
er for a Philadelphia company
(Textured Yarn) which makes a
synthetic ,c.alled Tycora. Made Monroe."
into dresses 'which look like a -
lightweight wool jersey, the yarns
are heat set so that the contours
remain, even though the figure
underneath has shifted. Yarn
elasticity ig built in. .
A company stylist. Alma Trifl-
er, is one of the guinea pigs
for the test dresses.
"I'm perfect because my weight
is always changing," she said.
''In the last two months I've
r
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gone from a size 8 to a size
10...from 114 pounds to 125."
The dress expanded with her,
she said. Now she's anxious to
find how it will contract.
Said Miss Trifler: "I've gone
on a diet."
Just about everybody who is
anybody in New York society
d t h e  entertainment world
out for this year's "Mare
of Dimes" fashion show in the
Waldorf Astoria Hotel ballroom
Models for ;he event, sponsored
by the National Formdation for
Infantile Paralyeis, included Shir-
ley Booth, Dotty Goodman, Julie
Harris, Duretts Morrew, Teresa
Wright and Thelma Ritter.
But it was the finale that
left a lot of the guests breath-
less.
A blonde beauty, dressed in
a form-clinging champagne col-
ored dinner dress, appeared on
stage, escorting Lindy and Sandy-
Solomon, sire-year- old twins
Warner Robins, Ga., who are
this year's polio fund poster
children.
Almost - to a man, and woman,
the some 2,000 guests gasped
and then stood up for a better
look.
The Hazel FHA chapter met
Wednesday morning to discuss
plans fur their annual father
and son banquet.
It was decided to hold the
banquet during the National
Werk in February. The
chapter also discussed plans for
a radio broadcast. It Was de-
cided to tape record the radio
program so the Future Farmers
could hear their own broadcast.
Other matters brought up at
the business meeting was the
chapter beef and - pig chain. The
boys decided to give their next
available beef calf to a fresh-
man- boy to help him get started
with his FFA projects. T h e
chapter voted to allow boys to
either fullfill their obligation to
the pig chain with money or
purchasing another pig for the
chain.
The Hazel chapter decided, to
hold a senior all-star basketball
game. The contest would in-
clude seniors from all the coun-
ty schools. The proposed spine
will be held after the Fourth
District tournament.
Meeting was adjourned with
the jetrA closing ceremony.
Charles Nesbitt, Reporter
Land Transfers
Lillian McClard to Archie A.
Tripp and Lorne Velma Trasp;
4 lots..
Will Wright and Maggie Lee
Wright to Jessie T. Young and
Eva Mae Young; 47 acres in two
tracts.
William Whitnell
V7hitnell to William
Mildred Keel; lot.
Richard R. Self and Peter
Self to Helen Own; 13 interest
in a tract of land containing
53L3 acres.
Hearun Parker and Joe Nelle
Parker to G. 0. Grogan; lot,
and Sallie
F. Keel and
Larvicide Used In
War On Lamprey
MADISON, Wis. - 1,1 - A
new means of fighting the eel-
like lamprey. which has plagued
the Great Lakes fish population
is being tested by the Wisconsin
Conservation. Department. •
checks last year, entenen to ex-
to kill the lamprey larvae which
are deposited on the stream beds.
The larvicide seems to affect
only the lamprey arid no other
gpecies that may be in the
stream.
Peter Ustinov, thl author and
actor doing the emcee fur the
finale, delivered the supernouous
line of the day.
• "This," he said, "is Marilyn
hi R A
zriktiwir.
NOW OPEN
FRIDAY thru MONDAY
"OPEN 6:00 - START 6:45
FRI.-SAT. 2 HITS!
Na.
Adventure
Western
at ts Best!
No. 2 - at 8:30
THE
X-10i1.11
CA°010HMART • TOM TRYON
XX)Y LAWRANCE
NAT-az-COLE • MICHAErea.T12
SUNDAY
MONDAY
The
One
Of
M oat
Tender
Love Stories
Ever Filmed..
JANE ROM
WIMAN HUDSON
All fivat
eaven
wa AGNES MOOREHEAD • GOMM NAM
SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corner at 4th & Main
ma&
American
lotus as a
traded lotus
colonists.
HOW DO
YOU FEEL,
NANCY ?
ABBIE an' SLATS
WE'LL HAVE TO SCRAP ALL OUR
THEORIES ABOUT THE MOON. DOBBS
REPORTS NOT ONLY VEGETATION,
auT THE PRESEMCE OF
SOME FORM OF ANIMAL
LIFE THAT ACTUALLY
WALKS INSTEAD- --
OF CRAWLS.'
1.11.' MINER
• -A -IT'S A PILAW,- IF
EITHER ONE 0' US GITS
KILT-T'OTHRI% ONE
WILL SUPPORT TH'
CARCASS'S -
FA M BLS .r.r
WH AT S THE
MATTER?
BAAI
stiNt'
041,4cAll;
•
I. u *40.•
1•••
Phofte 433
by Ernie ausiiiimar
I FOUND A
"GET-WELL' CARD
AND THERE'S NOBODY
TO GIVE  
IT TO
00685- DESCRIBE IN
DC-TAIL THESE WALKING
CREATURES YOU JUST
REFERRED TO -
by Raitburn Vaa Buren
WELL, THE ONE I'M LOOKING
Al NOW IS ABOUT FIVE FEET
TWO-- HAS BLUE EYES -
AND SHE S PLAYING
WITH MY HAIR;
As
•
01'1
I :
BEIN' AS HOW AH IS -\C..
STRONGER, AN' MORE RELIABLE
THAN YO' -OR, IN FACT THAN
ANYONE IN TH' WHOLE
WORLD -- -
Slirsere
• ,=v+54eelvve.v4151everve.
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SUPPOR1S
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•
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Activities
 -4t
Murray Chapier
No. 433 OES Meets
Recently At Lodge •
*array Star Chapter No. 433
OES met Tueoclay evening. Jan-
uary 38. at seven o'clock in the
lodge. hail Mrs Mary Louise
Baker, worthy matron, and Nix
Crawford, worthy patron, pre-
sided.
The meeting was opened in
short form and regular business
was conducted. The initation
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Monday. February 3 ,
The Cora Graves Circle 4
the College Presbyterian Church The Cherry 
Corner Home-
will meet in the home of Mrs. makers Club 
will meet at one
Ed brunnebr at 8 p.m. Dr. Don o'clock in 
the afternoon in the
Hunter will be guest. speaker.
ass. .
The Lottje Moor. Circle of the
First Baptist Church will meet
an the hams of Mrs. Porter at 7:30 in 
the evening. Program
o a me evening. iseeleir sits. 
IL- sw..nn 
CO-hostess will be Mrs. Arlie "Meet You
r Neighbor" will be
Scott. given by 
Mrs. Jack Froet 'end
• • • • Mrs. E. B. Howton. MosteSses
The Business Women's Circle 
are Mesdames A. B. Austin, C.
B. Ford. Ronald Churchill and
cd the First Baptist Church will Miss Ruby Simpson.
.*
Group I of the CWF. First
Christian Church, will meet in
• • • • the 
home of Mrs. Greg Miller,
The Toastmistress Club will
Vine Street, at 2:30 in -the alter-
meet at 6 p.m. at the Murray • • • •
Women's Club House.
• • 
CWF Group II of the First
• 
Chnsuan Church will meet in
the ebureh parker at- 2•311
the afternoon. Mrj. C. B. Fair
will be hostess.
ing was postponed until a ..later
date.
Pro tern officers 'serving were
Mesdames De.trna Hoiden, Nell
Robbins. Orsta Jones, Ruth
Willie:its and Mr. George Wil-
liams.
The next meeting will be
Tuesday evening. February 11
at 730 with Mrs. Oneta Jenes
and Mrs Maudie Armstrong in
charge at refreshments.
At the close of the meeting
refreshments were served the
group by hostesses Mrs. Connie
.Tones and brfre. Inez Scarbrotrgie-
• • S •
-We know from experience
that parole, when it is honestly
and expertly managed, provides
better protection for society than
does any other method of release
from prison." — Franklin Roose-
velt
Main* $ 300.00
Always Easy Credit at
111=7 ler god re Owls deco**
Weckling Ring $175
red/Hai To,
FURCHES -
JEWELRY
S. 4th St. Ph. 193-i
meet in the home of Mess, Lo-
rene Swann. Co-hostess will be
Mrs. Faid Adams and Mrs. Solon
Darnell is program . leader.
•
The general meeting of th
WS of Firs: Methodist Church
wall meat. at the church at 10:40
am.
• .
The Jessie Ludwieks Circle of
the College Presbyterian Church
will meet at two o'clock in the
afternoon in the home' of Mrs.
Marilyn Young. .Miller Avenue.
The devotional will be given by
Mr. en Scnertfurs. and Mrts
Margaret Austin is in charge -of
the .program.
1, • • • •
The Ann Hasseltatie Class of
the Memorial Baptist Church
will meet in the home of Mrs.
C. J. Bradley . at 730 in the
evening.
. • • •
T h e Murray Assembly of
' Rainbow for Girls will meet at
HEAR HOW
; CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE'
HEALS
ARP iACH. sSUND. AY A.M.
nO Radio Station WNS8
also 
WSIX TV CHANNEL 9
NASHVILLE
Each S.nday • 90 P
fashion
backs tweed
all the way!!
A love of o coot, coming or
going The bock, gracefully
hal, hos a pleated yoke end
)shadow panel. The front, in
slim contrast, has o three-
button closing. Nvbbed
Cobblestone Tweed in Beige,
Punk, Blue, Grey, Gold.
Sizes 6 to 16.
45.00
Littleton 's
• • • •
Wednesday. February 5
The Grace Wyatt Circle of
the College Presbyterian Church
will meet in the home of Mrs.
Margaret Terhune, 11-05 puplar.
Street, at 9:30 in the morning.
• • • •
Thursday, February 6
The Town and County Home-
makers Culla will meet at seven
o'clock in the evening in the
home uf Mrs. Stubb Wilson.
Saturday, February 8
The Captain ,Wendel Oury
chapter of the DAR will meet
at 230 in the afternoon in the
home of Mrs. Wells Purdom,
North 10th Street. Mrs. Julian
Evans is co-hostess. All, mem-
bers 'are -urged 16 attend the
meeting.
SS. i
Monday, February 10
The S.gma Deparunent id the
M.usras Warnan's Club will have
its annual Sweetheart Dinner
for . the husbands at the club
'Nausea Guest speaker will be
Mr. Holmes Ellis. fisestesses will
tie Mesdames Maurice Crass, Jr.,
0. B. -Boone, Jr., Gene Landon.,
Aonmye D. Taylor, Allen Rose,
and Harry Whayne.
YANK SALES HIGH
Mrs. Charles Reesor
Honored ff.'ith Party
On January 29
Mrs. Charlie Reesor was hon-
ored wtth a dinner given by
the employees of the Bank of
Murray. Wednesday evening.
January 29 at six o'clock in the
Murray Electric Building. Mrs.
Reeser an employee of t
bank, is moving with her fatties'
to Somerset, Kentucky.
Remarks were made following
dinner by Luther Dunn, exe-
cutive vice-preselesit sere—the
bank, and he presented Mrs.
Reesor with Sampsotute luggage,
a going-away gift from the em-
ployees.
PERSONALS
„airs. Paul Dill fell- yesterday
morning at work and ,crushed
an arm. She underwent surgery
for the arm injury at the -Mur-
ray., General Hospital immedi-
ately (.allowing the fall, and to-
day is reported to be resting
well.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey. Dean
1-tendon announce the birth of
a son January 21 Weighing six
pounds 11 ounces at the Murray
Hs-pea. The Hendons live on
Murray Route 5. The baby wes
named Rodger Dean.
_ • . . •
A son, Ronald Gene, was born
January 22 weighing '7 pounds
six ounces at the Murray Hos-
pital to Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
Galon Outland of 612 Broad
Street.
• . •
Cynthia 'Lane was born to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Byars Thomas
January 23 at the Murray Hos-
pital. The baby weighed eight
pounds three ounces. The Tho-
mas family lives at 403 Hughes
/.venue.
• . * •
Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Kelley
Parks, 4110 Chestnut Street, an-
nounce the birth of a son, David
Lynn. born January 23 at the
Murray Hospital weighing seven
pounds six ounces.
Group Promotes
Memory Of Soddies
.COGBY. Kan. — '— An
neganization including such ce-
lebrities as Lawrence Welk and
of
an estimated 224 million dollars the 
memoryformer.. Sen. Edwin 
Johnsonof the sod house
• LONDON? -- American kir-
ces stationed in Britain - Cl°1°tad° 
busily P""gging
a year, according to Channel° of pioneer days.
of the .Exchequer Derek Heath- ' The organizat
ion, Sons and
coat-Amory. Asked in Parliament 'Daughters of Socklie
s. Inc..
where there- was any sign that headquartered in a g
enuine sod
the British economy was -suffer- house here, is non-cur
nmercial.
ing from a policy of Yanks go It sponsors a free museum, and Murray; Miss Friecie Marla
home." Heathcoat-Army said- that life mernberships cost $1. Only
 Hornbuckle (Expired). 2 1 3
sales to C. S. forces were as persons who were born in a sod
high as ever, house or lived or taught school 
Spruce, Murray.
in one awe eligible for member-
ship.
Lifetime memberships have
been sent to hundreds of per-
sons in nearly very state, as
well as Alaska, Hawaii arid
Canada.
The organization's president,
V. A. Kear. Colby, was born in
a sod house and for many years
taught school for the pioneers
in__soddies  ..in this  area.
ILL-FATED CIGARETTE
NASHVILLE Tenn. 7 —Willis
fie wines stopped to light a
cigarette and ended up in the
hospital for treatirient of burns.
Investigators said Hawkins halted
to light his match liver a gas
main that was leaking setting
eff ar-flestr-fires---
HACKIES ISSUE RECEIPTS
Allan P....
NEW YORK .01 — '911 411a
riders who need evidence to
prove their income tax purposes
must receive f a r • receipts
promptly on request,- the police
departinents.hge reminded New
York reab drivers. The depart-
ment. is providing special terms
to be tised'-by 'hackles.
els•IMEM
HANDS ACROSS THE IRON CURT
AIN—Witham Lacy (left),
State ;lenartment special as:.1..t;uit. and Soviet Amb
assador
Georgl Zaroubin shake hands in Washingt
on after signing
an agreement for TV program exchanges 
between the U. S.
arid Ru.ssia. The U. S. and Soviet also hav
e agreed to ex-
ehangs-delagationi in the cultural, scientific, techn
ological.
agrieoltoral aro sports nerds: ffete•s 
4'''J
(Continued From Page 1)
tie in history in 1954 for control.
of New York Central, the na-
tion's second biggest railroad.
At the time csf h i s death,
Young was chairman of both
Alleghany and Central. .
There was approsiximately . r 15
per cent increase of paoents
at Kentucky Trafhing Home,
Frankfort. during' the year. The
present total is over 900 with
slightly. mete than 50 tier cent
reke patients.
R K HUDSON and Jane
Wyman. the magnificent stars
of "Magnificent Obcession" are
reunited in the Technicolor
film "All That Heaven Allows"
which shows Sunday and Mon-
day at the Murray Drive-In
Theatre
"WRY SADSFACIORT"--Condl.
bon of Ohio's Republican Goy.
William O'Neill, whoa* current
Illness has been diagnosed as
a heart attack, la described as
"very satisfactory" by doctors
In Columbus. (International)
AIM
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Royalty Visits Centennial
TOO MANY WINNERS
1% CAMBRIDGE, England an —Too many people — more than5,400 — hit the jackpot in alocal football pool, and ,woundup collecting winnings of about
four cents each.
.motOiONISIMIS
OSLO. Norway RR —Prin
cess
Astrid will attend the celebra-
tion of Minnesota's centenni
al
This summer, it was announced
today. The foreign ministry said
the 26-year-old princess will be
accompained by Premier Eine.
Gerhardsen and several other
officials.
HORSE WRECKS TRUCK
VALDOSTA, Ga. itft — A horse
collided head-on with a truck
owned by Glenn O'Neal. Damage
to the truck: a smashed front end
and a shattered windshield. To
the hillee: none whatsoever
Ewes
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BUYS IN CLEAN, LOW MILEAGE, USED CARS !
1957 OLDSMOAILE
Super "88" 4-Door Sedan
Local Car.
1956 "98" HOUDAY
4-Door Sedan, All Power, New
Rubber, Sharp Car.
1955 OLDS "98" 4-DR.
Sedan, All Power, Sharp Car.
1955 OLDS SUPER 88
Two-Door, Two-Tone Blue.
1952 OLDS 2-DOOR
Nice Car!
1957 FORD 2-DOOR
Nice Car! New Tires.
1956 BUICK SPECIAL
Hard-Top, One Owner.
Really Sharp!
1955 PONTIAC
Local, Sharp Car.
1955 BEL AIR
6-Cylinder, -4-Door.
Nice Car, Good Rubber.
1955 PACKARD
20,000 Miles, Nice Car.
Cheap'
1955 FORD PICKUP
Local Truck, K. License
1949 CADILLAC
"60" Special.
1948 CHEVROLET
4-Door.
1946 PLYMOUTH
4-Door.
See COOK SANDERS or VERBLE TAYLOR
AT
J. 'T. HALE MOTOR Co.
7th at Main St.
• ,
SALE STILL GOING ON
the Maseuic Hail at 7 p.m.
• • • •
sme UI MS. ii. ii. nzeii.
• • • •
The Delta Department of the
Murray Women's Club will meet
FOUR HUNDRID MILLION THIS VIM—Valentines chan
ge, but love goes on forever. That's why
there•ls a much greater variety of Valentines awaiting your sele
ction now than ever before. 'The
Greeting Card asseciation estimates that more than 400.000,000
 Valentines will be sent through
the Malls between now and February 14, the most 
sentimental day in the year. (international)
U.S....
(Continued From Page 1)
to the all-out war, for which
the Soviet' bloc nations do Dot
have formidable a d growing
capabilities
"I deeply believe that we
should base a great deal more
of our national power on and
under the sea."
Gates conceded frankly he
spoke for the Navy's interests.
But he said has "contentions also
were in the national . interest.
Meanwhile, Sen. John C. Sten-
nis (D-hliss ) proposeda check
rein en Defense Secretary Neil
H. McElroy in the field of space
research. He- said the Defense
Department should be limited
to military space projects until
Congress decides whether to
vest overall authority for ..space
research in a civilian agency.
Hospital...
(Continu(d From Page 1)
27, 1958 to J y 29. 1951.
Mrs. Leroy Barnett, 1316 Vine,
Murray; Mrs. Tommy Morgan,
Rt. I. Bentin, and baby boy;
Mrs. Lents Ward. 214 Woodland,
Murray; Mr. Orville Jenkins, Rt.
5, Murray; Mr. Clifton Barrett
(Expired). RI. 5, Murray; Mrs.
Alvin Crump, Rt. 2. Golden
Pond; Mrs. Glenn Nimmo and
baby girl. Rt. 4. Benton; Mrs.
George Green, Rt. 2. Hazel; Mrs.
Jeff Hubbard. 105 Pine Murray,
Master Dennis Nall, 1706 Ryan,
AT THE
MANY WONDERFUL BARGAINS STILL HERE... SAVE ON V TIONALLY AD
VERTISED BRANDS!
•
• ___x
-••
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MILEAGE, USE!) CARS!
1955 PONTIAC
Local, Sharp Car.
1955 BEL AIR
6-Cylinder, • 4-Door.
Nice Car, Good Rubber.
1955 PACKARD
20,000 Miles, Nice Car.
Cheap'
1955 FORD PICKUP
Local Truck, K. License
1949 CADILLAC
"60" Special.
1948 CHEVROLET
4-Door.
1946 PLYMOUTH
4-Door.
S or VERBLE TAYLOR
kT
MOTOR CO.
, • II ,•• 1
SHOP
_.•
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THE LEDGER & TIMES.- MURRAY, BENTUCK1
•
se per word far wig day. adaneuel of 17 wards for 50. - de per word for thesedays. Glinalfled ads are Weibel, In advanen
Prolesior's _ Dream House. One
black from college. 3 bedrooms,
as, tea*, study, air condition-
er, aysornaac heat. Phone 721.
TFC
Ceranacai Deep Freeze. chest
;ape, 15', ;249.95. Trad-ins ac-
creted. Gambles, "The Friendly
Saila," 304 E. Main. FIE
•
BABY BED with mattress and
53 ACRE FARM. Two. • miles
west of Kirksey. On pavement.
Milk, mail, school bus route:
Three room house. 40 acres cul-
1 tivated. Acre tubacco base. Will
t also sell 33 acres adjoining.
I
Harper E. Tabers, 136 Lemay
Ferry Road. Camay, 23, Mo.
Ph. H•Udson P-8544. Fri.-TF
NICE property and restaurant,
wonderful business, new build-
ing and fixtures, well stocked,
electrical appliances, deep freeze,
electric heat, lot 140 ft., parking
space, trockstop, located on Hwy.
80 near 641. $20,000 business in
30S S 4th. Phone 510-R. FIC selling
IT
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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b- [Slyer island
6- Slumbyra
7 - Sea castes
11-Poratilto.
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11- Young tioy
Is-Earth goilile•
21 - Emoloi er
22- W hue
23-South. African
fox
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193 ACRE Farm, good location,
neary highway, 5 room house,
electricity, gaud stock barn, 2
tobacco barns, tetaccu base, 80
acres under good fencing, plenty
of water. 150 acres cultivating
land. Bargain, ;11,000. Owner
leaving state.
W. H. Brawn Real Estate
Gatlin Building
Murray, Ky.
Office Ph. 2042 Res. 146
TRUCK BED in first class con-
dition, 14 feet lung and 8 feet
wide. Four matched 670x15 tires
like new. Five matched 640x15
7-7111-
af ler 6:00, F3P
E FOR RENT 1.
FURNISHED APT., private en-
trance, bath, electric heat, near
college. Also house trailer with
bath. Call 1057,W. F3P
2 ROOM Furnished apartment.
Ground fluor, hatwater & bath,
1206 W. Main. Ph. 325. F3P
Business Property, 2nd floor of
Day & Nite Cafe building. 20
by 70 feet, excellent condition,
private entrance. See Trent
Wells, Mgr., Day & Nite Cafe.
TFC
2 ROOM APT., furnished, pri-
vate entrance, electric range.
Rent reasonable. 503 N. 6th, or
phone 914-W. J3IC
ON Waldaop Drive. Completely
furnished _3 room apartment on
ground floor. Immediate posses-
sion. For -information call. 11411.
• - J3IP
UPSTAIRS furnished apartment,
close to -town, stoker heat. Pri-
vate entrance. $40 mu. Phone
1288. J31C
FURNISHED 3 ..eom apartment,
upstairs. Private entrance. 18th
and Main. Call. I279-J. J31P
FURNISHED Ayr., $ZE> per mo.
Also sleep.ng rooms with cook-
ing priviledges GirlA preferred
Phone 131-J. 708 Olive. TIP
JAMES KEENE'S peweriel new novel
Jusncr, MY mann!
Lwow •• pwwwww• 0.• ww• pealavase. saaash
iN999.4 ILsa4 'UMW. 144.11.4b.a.
' IS, in Ii S: II •Isf. You sake uniy Luttier s pr
etty
Ut• St helt
he.
Juin t hou• a 001 31 things
t • et •t the
S. I that Ilie re 1 1.111 0 41u1.1iir1 • yuti It sot • Crash 
.ns
414,4414 1.10 •Ig WIN 1101, 4 oilu. Smone Hes order Mari you
t h. 1..6 lie •04,11.1 11, lie
'Nfl le•• MAIM SW .elthiri • Ii, auid
estl qv...0 mottln r fire
t• IMO • Nile 'ore on Mee sot lite
arid. COO. 4h. 9 • ow. .tit ourt
•42 ',la,, onto., inn FA no
Art. 1.41 r..., r. PM • 'It 154
Ott' of't' 0.4 tf•1111 1•0111 le ago
4..,:rtmo ,oe $ married you now, ana I 
guess
,....l ail, Nein, . al 1 le •11111 CI
*no . outer neva •essitted eroh L'ord
.1' sas am • notes len. a pike
.4 Me lire/Mr! ,TIF5. t :Ora ,711.11
ci t h• Mb men. it. Smoke
3 199r• Moth., Smoke
-h. na,tstn, it the 41011 '14P1 ii, 'h•
nog ••• lull. Ind terror with
o 'sorb Jr dimes between Cord
gnu Bill Out
CHAPTER tO
'FLIP PLACE was as quiet as a
ret a veyaro a len I got norm
that light . termed my 'pony into
ma -tali and nung up saddle and
omits °afore walking tc the
house u was on the porch) Oetore
realize° someone was lilting
there •no I iftrnpi.sa I toot
s. Edna said ittin't mean to
41 scare you 4moke A iCiri
"Thought vow° be in bed," I
sal., 'liking a seat on the porch
railing
"I'm too happy to sleep." she
said. "I'm atrald that it I did
aloof. 041 wasui Op awl rind that
war all a if PR pie rocker
creaked slightly ps she shifted, 
'Haveyou been across the Aver Ts
"Y es. '' I said.
"That trouble Cord had tn
town w•asn t it with the people
I across ra. river ?-
I Knew what he was getting
at and nerause she was new
• • set net get away ,iith it :That
was Cord's tronble," 1 toll net.
'They ain't mad at me. And I
mss the trouble wil pans In
''nil'
"Your brother likes to have his
own way, doesn't he?"
"Luther ?"
"No, Cord."
runs thing'," I said, "Ever
inner. Pa died, Cord's been the
boss We ain't suffered any."
"Yes I can see that tic's a
strong man. Smoke I kneW that
thi• arm time I vet !law nim in
Celeago." SKr irsoked at me: tier
tae e was a vague oval in 
the
night light "1 liked him. Smoke
Fluipow I lot at girls have liked
Clint O'Day*"
-tisa nund the nark
••• ,-,W3W-TWw•W
s
Age _wean I na.• Um% Co
Of with it, I saws 'Edria. when
LuLlici started to write IA Villa.
tilbug,111 kie was 04: eemeci all
etre way ta. :ullel I Via. Well,
yot, got a rfkrit malt, some-
thing or it ,..uther. Deer, Amo OS
• norneoody. Sorda kepi a Light
rem on rum I wouidn't want to
'lee nim taken advantage or rust
because ne een."
I trunk I understand,- Edna
said. 'Ano Smoke. you'll never
nave to worry.' rhe talk was at
an end. sne got up and stepped
tc the door. 'Smoke, is your girl
nice
Stu ain't exactly my girl," I
was soro to admit
'But is she nice 7" Then Edna
stiruggcd. really doeant mat-
te, Smoke. Good night.-
Alter she went into Use nouse.
sat alone on the porch and won-
dered if I nadn't shot my mouth
oft again when I should have Kept
my opinrins to myself. My judg-
ment of net flail been sudden and
unkind, alto she deserved oetter
arian thus Finally I got exp.. and
went into the room had shared
with Luther, only now I nail it to
myself, Luther and Edna nad
moved into the haek room which
was always Kent as a spare in
Case we naa overnight company.
My concern about Edna break-
ing up' the O'Dare family was not
as strong as It nad once been, and
although she was still s stranger.
I deetdea that I would do my best
to understand nir. Hee being a
city In naturally aroused my
suspicion *no that was wrong:
I had no right to Judge ner from
my twirl observations of Omaha*s
night life. Of comae Edna would
have a lot to learn, and so would
1, especially about her clothes and
why she liked them .43 loud And
I'd have to get used ".,o the powder
she wore on ner race rime. I told
myself -. that's what it would take
The next morning all at us be-
gan to learn a tew more things
about Edna. Nothing from what
she said. and I eoess nothing too
important nut when Mn asked
her to help with the breakfast we
salon found out that she'd never
fit'' It twice," I said, then 
added,
•
_ risaisasurt-ausir feelings. and
twirl t ',leant to do that "Does it
show that miach'!" he asked She
neat !newer( in the chair, her
'Nee "lose to mine. 'StflOke- this
ni 4 nets life to me Give me a
chn•-,t to her it." •
wraialn't la anything to hurt
spent' much time n
Cord secrned .va- tly amused and
Dither' was apologizing all over
the place which made things
worse, Edna seemed about ready -
to burst 'trite tears and I plens
she would nave it it hadn't been
for Ma, who could smooth am,
thing over SIIS gave PAns an
easy job, waterting .he tisoots_so
3 OR 4 ROOM UNfurnished
apartment. Heat, lights, water
and garage furnished. See at
1196 W. Main or call 5I2-J.
Fine
UNfurnished apartment. 4 rooms
apd bath, aa mile west of city
limits .un Lynn Greve Highway.
$30 month, For appointment call
1. TIC
(WANTED to RENT.
Young Couple, two small boys.
Desire to rent two bedroom apt.
one year. Call 859-R4 or 1991
after -5 p.m. TFC
r Services Offered
DEAD STOCK removed fees.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
collect. Mayfield 433, Union City
1308. A7C
NOTICE
WILL rent -sewing maehines by
week or month. Pfaff Sewing
Machine Sales & Service. Lassi-
ter Cloth Shop. Phone 1753-J.
'F1C
that it litln t burn •ind ever then
come A I lid dui Lut ner
graubeu all those OW4,s at ate
them as though that was the way
ne liked oacon.
'I'm sorry Edna kept saying.
'I'U do better "
-Well never you mind." Ma
said 'My mynas Iran I your tolks
ever teach you to ...iook••
'1-1 Used a lot oath relatives."
"Shr nad things nitre] tor ner
Coro sa a 'Servants and all
Ain't that right Edna "
Knew good and well that she
d,dn't and wondered why :or°
said anon a tiling, Of put net on
the spot like 'hat -dna looked
at nom ano tried tit make up net
mines whether to Irepute nim ar
not Ms sail 'You never men-
boned relatives in your letters.
Well,' Cord said. "Edna never
had real relatives did you, Edna
Just Aunt Harriet nut she wasn't
Edna a real aunt, was she,
Edna?"
"No," Edna said In a small 4_
voice "Can't we drop it, plower
"We're all one family." Cord
said. "We don't keep secrets from
each other."
Edna raised her ..ead and stared
at him for a long Moment Even
Luther. attention sharpened.
Coro waited, nts eyes steady set
nets, then Edna put net head
down and began eaUng.
The meal turned a little stiff -
Cord and Edna ate in silence and
Luther sat there wondering what
the devil was going on For my-
self. I could only wonder and I
really didn't want to do that frir
• man Is led into some wrong
Conclusions that way.
Since I nail thing. to do, I ex-
cused myself and went to the
torn to saddle my norse Defoe.
I could ieave Cord came out_ He
had on his .44 • fro I OgUred tie
was going, to town.
rould use some help today,'
.said. tnie enough we didn't
hale enough stock to make nits
▪ rullairne three•nanded ranch,
hilt I was getting tired of all Use
heavy work fatting on me.
"Get Luther," he said. "I'll he
hack by noon."
-What's to do In town now that
we didn't do yesterday?"
He looked levelly at me' 4
Raid. "You wouldn't pry into
man's business now, would you.
Ric nen amosseT aot tta.
the stall and smoothed on 
the
saddle blankrt While he saddled,
he said, Want von to loo
k rirYl`f
the herd we're going to sh
ip and
nee that they haven't busted 
down
Wade Everett's tonere 
There's
some grass near his spring that
the critter sear" for."
. (To Be Continu(d)
"Parking is no Problem" at
Starks Hardware, 12th & Pop-
lar. Phone 1142 for free city
delivery. TFC
Female Help Wanted I
HOUSEWIVES! Without neglec-
ting your family you can earn
good money representing Avon
Cosmetics, Miss Alm Catlett,
P.O. Box 1094, Paducah, Ky,
FIC
FACTORY CHESS GAME
VIENNA IP - T h e Czech
Communist Party organ Rude
Pravo reported Oda}, that many
workers at the Pilsen locsone-
tive factory play chess on the
job instead of working. Noting
that production at h e plant
sank 19 per cent last year and
that fore.gn customers w e r e,
getting impatient fur lung de-
layed orders, the paper said
"employes at the Lenin avorks
In Pilsen sometimes play chess
for many hours when the y
should be a: "work.".
NANCv
*a
ar es-
•
PAM FIV1
-••••••
,7•
KIRKSEY
Route 2
News
Mr, B. H. Jones of Stella was
carried to. the Murray Hospital
a few days ago with . a severe
heart attack. His condition is
reported to be much better.
Mr. and lairs. Will Belcher of
near Kirksey have been on two
weeks vacation visiting with
two of their sons in Paducah
and Illinois.
Bainey Darnell who has been
sick is much improved and able
to work at the tobacco barn in
Murray last week.
Mr. Miles Beach fell a few
days ago and skinned his face
and fractured his hip.
Pat Junes, who has been away
teaching school has been home
at the bedside of kiss father
,he Murray Hospital.
Lee Dick of near here killed
hogs one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Cabet Farless
of Chicago, has been visiting
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Al
Farless• and Mr. and Mrs. Miles
Beach lately.
Sorry to hear of the death of
Mr. Gussie Beach who passed
awaa at his home near Kirksey
a. few days ago from a heart
attack. Lots of death this winter
from heart attacks, our sym-
pathy to the bereaved ones.
James Shelton has sold his
home .in Murray to James Bla-
lock and the James Shelton's
are Insa;ang to the J. U. Churchill
Funeral Home_ Ronald Churchill
and family are moving to their
new home, just recently com-
pleted.
Mr. Clarence ErWin who un-
derwent surgery at a Paducah
hospital, is back.,, taaineo and
imprAving
Al Farless was a caller in
the name of George Carneli
Sunday morning.
Carlin Riley is sick at his
home in Kirksey with a cold.
Mrs. Martha Paschall w h o
has been ill was able • to attend
church Sunday.
The day is the biggest part
of life that we ever have be-
fore us at a time if we waste
it we ,waste more opportunity
than we know fur each __ day
holds opportunity, for prayer,
for kindness, for truth seeking,
for self control for adeanceniant
Little Gary Lee Potts, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lee Puts,
has been sick with pneumonia
and their baby boy Roger Mack
has been sick with virus.
!Elastic Yarn
Aid To Figure
That Changes
American !Cans prized the
lotus as a food, and perhaps
traded lotus seeds to food-shirt
calonists.
By GAY PAULEY
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK an - Around
Manhattan:
Adding on pou nds usually
means letting out ihe seams.
But, no longer, if the prediction
of Charles Weiner, a textile
official, comes true.
Weiner said that dresses which
will expand, or contract, with
.he changes in weight are in
the •test stage and may be
HAZEL
FHA
The Hazel FHA chapter
Wednesday morning to di ss
plans for their annual father
and son banquet.
It was adecided to hold the
banquct -during the National
SiA Week in Febrully. The
chapter also discussed plans for
a radio broadcast. Its was de-
cided to tape record the radio
program so the Future Farmers
could hear their own broadcast.
Other matters brought up at
the business meeting was the
chapter beef and' pig chain. The
boys decided to give their next
available' beef -ciiff to a
man boy to help. him get started
with his PFA projects. T h e
chapter voted to allow boys to
either fullfill their obligation td
the pig chain with money or
Purchasing another pig far the
chain.
The Hazel chapter decided to
hold a senior all-star basketball
game. The contest would • in-
clude seniors from all the -coun-
ty schools. The praposed game
will be held after the Fourth
District tournament. • ir
Meeting was adjourned with
the FFA closing ceremony.
Charles Nesbitt, Reporter
Land Transfers
Lillian McCiard to Archie A.
Tripp and Luttle Velma Tripp;
4 Mts.
Will Wright and Maggie Lee
_Wright tu_Jessie T Yaung_ and
Eva Mae Young; 47 acres in two
tracts.
William Whitnell and Sallie
Whitneff to William F. Keel ahd
Mildred Keel; lot.
Richard R. Self and Peter
Se.if to. Helen Goers la interest
in a "tract -4t_ land • containing
531•3 acres.
Hearun Parkessand Joe Nelle
Parker to G. 0. Gr••gan; lot.
available before the end of the
year.
• Weiner is merchandise manag-
er for a Philadelphia company
(Textured. Yarn) which makes a
Synthetic • called Ta cora. Made
into dresses which look like a
lightweight wool jersey, the yarns
are heat set so that the contours
remain, even though the figure
underneath has shifted. Yarn
elasticity is built in. .
A company stylist, Alma Trifl-
er, is one of the guinea pigs
for the test dresses.
"I'm perfect.because my weight
is always changing." she said.
"In the last two months I've
gone from a size 8 to a size
10...from 114 pounds to 125."
The dress expanded with her,
she said. Now she's anxious to
find how it will contract.
Said Miss Trifler: "I've gone
on a diet."
Just about everybody who is
anybody in New York society
and t h e entertainment world
turned out fur this year's "March
ad Dimes" fashion show in the
Waldorf Astoria -Hotel ballroom
Models for the event, sponiured
by the National Foundation for
Infantile Paralyeis, included Shira,
Icy Booth, Doily tiesedman, Julie
Harris, Doren) Morrow. Teresa
Wright and Thelma Ritter,
But it was the finale that
left a lot of the guests breath-
less.
A blonde' beauty, dressed in
a form-clinging champagne col-
ored dinner dress, appeared on
stages escorting  .•_Lindy and Sandy
Solomon, six-year old twins of
Warner. Robina_s_ -Ga who are 
this Year's . polio fund poster
children.
Almost to a man, and woman,
the some 2,009 guests gasped
and then stood up for a better
look
Larvicide Used In
War On Lamprey
MADISON, Wis. - l -
new moans of fighting the eel-
like lamprey Yoh:eh has plagued
the Great Lakes. fist' population
is beingatested by the Wisconsin
Conservation Department.
checks Last year, 'enough to ex-
to kill the lamprey larvae which
are deposited on the stream beds.
The Larvicide seems to affect
only the lamprey and no other
species that may be in the
stream. - •
Peter Ustinov, the author and
ackir doing the emcee fOr the
finale, delivered the supernouous
line of the day.
"This," he said, "is Marilyn
Monroe."
NOW OPEN
FRIDAY thru MONDAY
kaoPEN 6:00 - „START 6:45
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• Counte ASC Office nriar to
air-cured f -a 1958 will be about •
10 per cent. less than the. 1957
allotments These !rota' cos are
grown ernmpally Kenlucky
and Tennessee. •
The L958 Virginia sun-sured
tobacco allotment was set at
5,402 acres Farm .allotmen•s will
e be about the same as in 1957. A number of farm families
The department get Feb 18 , in Callnwan Counts.' are taking
as the' date  -•
k Over
Their Records
Frahkfort joined with Commis- Young People
sumer ef A
•he fight for incr asum the a15- -•i 
t - - rominent In .
s
lotment a' 369.625 acres. ThIs 
pm/term - 1,in for Brucellosis eihdl-
cation and control The Hou-,
of Representatives amended the
Dairy Show
Area Coverage
Plastic Mulch
Helps Garden
LEXINGTON. K. - Covering
vegetable-growing areas com-
pletely with black plastic poly-
ethylene as a mulch material
helnea considerably in upping
yields.
_That's the renort of the Ken-
tucky Agricultural Experiment
station's horticulture denartment
E. M. Emmert !tort t liti
ceeducted the tests.
-Emmert -found than-cheek
Irian-Therm- -trarl---sejekle un :0
show half those where theitlack
mulch was tiseel: when a black-
elantic meld) was used and
snrarect with aluminem pain' no
help reflect heat in hot slimmer
months). yields still improved
o'er the check results However.
when the testers used a Ossetic
mulch where aluminum already
had been built in the material.
yields did not exceed threw from
the sprayed black plastic
.Cabbage. potatoes, sweet corn,
lima beans, squash tomatoes and
bush beans were the experi-
mental crops. Here are Emmert's
results:
CABBAGE: Check plot (no
plastic at all). 49 tons per acre
in the entire growing seasem
hlack plaeic. 7.8 tons: black
plastic later sprayed with alum-
CHICAGO - AP - Boys and inum-"paint. 8 tons: black plastic..
Budget le increase this appri-
• girls will have an active role at 
(called impregnated). 7 5 tons.pnriation $200.000 for each o.f •rs - Ihe 1957 International Dairy POTATOES: Cheek. 3.9 tons;
causes abortion in liveetack. and 
Show, the world's largest dairy black plastic, 7.8 tons: aluminum-
Undulant FeveP in humans. '
In a resolution adopted :yes-
terday, the Farm Bureau Board
said that °farmers • throughout
the state appreciate the action
of the House in raising this
Ohio. Indiana. and Missouri. appropriation by 5400.000. but we
The department also act the believe thiPat leas' twice tiffa
1958 acreage allotments !sr' fire- increase is necessary if a fully
cured tnbacco ()ype 21) a! 7.900- accelerated Brucellosis -eraclica-
acres: fee-cured itypes 22 ancl .. --- To get the Dretrica rv ',It sr'-
23) a! 32.731 -acres: and dark • .re, v. _ n
The department s.iri farm al- Fanti Families ;hi: mast hasis. a farmer muitta wropon rememt wish theair-cured at 15,083 acres. .1. s and girls from 18 states are mi-
l& •s f f' -
member Board of Directors of
_ the State Farm Bureau organize-
- arm enied• ustanunc;usly to bon-r
tinue the organizatio .all-out
• suppori fob the increased fundsl. "The State Depart
ment of
in the General Assembly. Agriculture has made 
excellent
Farm Bureau representatives in
,
Bureau Federation have reaf- ,
firmed their support nil increased l'. program is 
to be carried progress during . the past few
. state funds ter 'tile 'Brucellosis I-rh in Kentucky." 
imonths in developing and execut-
e * Department of Agriculture.
Carrel Program of the Sate ! "Kentucky is far beh
ind !he ? ing a program for Brucellosis
I other states." continued the Farna control' in Kenawity," says the
• ' Meeting- liere Tuesday_ Ike 33- 'Bureau statement, "wit
h an aver- Farm Bureau. "It is imperatise
age infection rate among our that we secure . the necessary
livestock of 4.0 per cent. Corn- state funds to match federal
pared with less than 20 per
cent for the national average."
funds for this purpose, and give
every encouragement for carrying
this program forward with :he
greatest , possible speed."
gricultp Butler Measuremen
next two fiscal years. Bruc,..
011011 Land
ossible
Calloway County Cottrin rrotts-
ers can arrange for official ore-
measuremen• of their 1958 farm
coinn acreage •allotments or per-
mitted at-rearm Prior to Planting
time. the County Agricultural
Stabilization a nd Conservation
Committee announced this week.
March 15. 1958 says Mr. Lulls
Godwin. committee chairman.
-The rate to he chanted for
the service in Calloway Counnc
has been established a' Sit 00
rer farm. plus 25 'cents for
each acre or fraction thereof G
above 5 acres Payment based
on this rate must be made at • 4
quota .referenda for the- fire- home records. getting/ reaav to
on which,orketing !a !sec° look at their farm, and measurement is filed. T 
cured and dark air-cured will be I analyze the pee: year's eperations •
held. -
compares with the 1957 allotment
of 309.294 acres
The department also announced
the 1958 quota-for burley tobacco
is 476 million pounds
Officials said individual -farm
atintments for :958 would- be
about the same as 1957. '
Burley:. is grOwn principally
in Kentucky. Tennessee. North
Carolina. Virginia, West Virginia.
Burley Quota
Gets Slight
Cut In Size
As.
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ALL OUT EFFORT MADE TO ERADICAATE BRUCELLOSIS,
County Is milled Into 19
D• 
Sections For Complete Test 1-
a. V. Fey . Haney. Federal Brucellosis tech-
-An all out efforts-has been nicians, These latter tliso expect
made to speed ' up and complete tc complete section 15 by Feb.1
the Brucellosis (Bang's Disease) I Ala will begin sectean 5 the 1
testing in Calloway. aft's:tatting to ' following week.
S. V Foy. county agent. ' Since *.here has !leen consider- !
Foy said that the county has 'able testing done in .seettepo 4. • . ,,
been divided into nineteen sec- , but quite a number of cattle . 
... s
`a î/h•; ' '
lions, as shosert on the accom- :fernain to be tiered. a house ..,
panying map. so 'that the area to house survey is helms' planned ' - S.....eisen-gir
_a. n ell .N
•
testing for Brucellosis in cattle to be ir.ade by -students from . ---r-s-
will be both systematic and e Lynn Gr, ve Agricultute class --a •I''' ..o  . 
:h ••••• .............4t,,S.11• 
s, ' : • 1 _
complete. Under the sutierrisire of Gene --•-• ----- L''-a' A. • '41m=". .- 14.- - -
- - ----1F- bern-g-too,P13t74-7-4--r----Pss-1-ic-wings----4s.---- -"meteors- - -- 
__  . _ so _ _
, . 
-14.04164 _....... • ...s.,- O."- - -_ •..._ • .e..
. ..A: the present time. section i Chaim'.
Converse, and see:ion 6 las Dr will begin in section 4. on or '1.i 
se -. ---
-- fie
C. G. _ Warner, Jr., -both local , Scaut February 10.
velerinarians. .i 1-:"' 4 ''''
Section.s 16. 17. 18 and 19 oss - . S ' 
-
have been tested and comp-eted LOUI
SVILLE. Jan 29 - Tfip 
 by -W--tV Weedres -and Pau: 'ea
de - of the 'Kentucky Farm ,
,
BURLEY FARM
WASHINGTON - The Ag-
riculture Dm:Sae-merit hags set the
1958 burley tobacco acrea e al-
Win 4-H Awards
the time the reauest for pre-
nd
c•-•
se •
••••.
"The oremeasurement is purely
says Mr • Goodwin,
,and work  nut lans fon the rmal
•
asafered as on -serscice-At
to farmers who prefer to have
an n eta measurement o use
cattle exhibition, at Chicag.Ss
Intetnational Amphitheatre Oct.
9-s1 5.
Opening day has been desig-
nated "Youth. Day." and six
breeds of top dairy •purebreeds
will be shown by farm boys and
girls. The cattle will parade be-
fore ju.iges who Will later place
the same breeds k the open
classes •of adult exEibinms.
Outstanding 4-H Club boys
pected to enroll for a five-day
stay at the show. They'll be part
of the third annual 4-H Dairy
Conference and Taur held in
Conjunction with the shiow.
ar and Bastin
A green thumb and a willing
band proved a winning combine- -
tion for Patsy Harrison, 17, of
Todd county who wo.. state 4-H
Beautification of Hume Grounds
award in Kentucky.
For Patsy's outstanding work
with lawn. dowers and plants she •
received a 19-jewel wrio watch.
'teen by -fent Charles FL Wei--
green. Chicago.
This ambitious 4-H'er attended
a landscaping school, and now
has full charge of the yard work
at home.
Patsy planted and trimmed
bushes and nedges: painted the
iron fence 's& lawn furniture.
vt,-h•n her ashool campus was
to be landscaped, Patsy drew the
Isby Hawisaft Patsy Joriesfor.
plans of the school yard to help
the landscaper and then super-
rise ,1 the setting out ct 130 plan, I
and bulbs.
Patsy Johnston, 16, of Shelby
county, Is a girl who believes that
livestock Is both fun and tunda.
mental to an all-round farm.
to.esed 19S7 state winner qethe
4-11 Meat Animal program, Patsy
received a smart pen and pencil
set, the Oft of Tama E Wilson,
donne of airardi the program.
During her six year.‘ In 4-14
Patsy raised 16 Calves, fly. pore.
bred Angus and 11 Shorthorns.
She eahabited her calves more
than 10 times and won a number
of championships, and the .1 L.
' Coats award for .hou manship.
Patsy is president and Junior
loader of her 4-H Chub.
The Cooperative Extension
Serysea directs both of thee 4-H
award programs.
41be
•
ers Home Administration. report-
ed this week • -
He explained .,that - with
year-end analmic as a tssis for
next year's planning is part of
the farm management help 'hat
.••• - • -FVf-mers rent
a••• • 7 -an' Farm
Farr.11:e- oong •ns• astenro's credit
detelop long-time fame and learie
°lens when they' apply fsr loans
to buy, enlarge, or operwe !heir
farms, 'sr malte_serain _ndju st-
men,* and improvements Wien
•••• the beginning •of each . year's
• abrations • h e y maks annual
Plans based on what then- in-
tend to accomplish during 'he
Year. • •
The eourey Sepervisor suiablles
each family with a simple farm
and herne recerd book as part
of the farm management aid.
When necessary.. he shows the
ssmee hew to -keep track of
-octane mats. results ef specific
oder a t ions: debt payment's, and
other ittans that are pars of !he
business of farming_
At the- end the farming
vear. the farmer and his -elite-
find out how them farming open-
erionc matched up with the
plans. •hey had made To help
as this Usley set a definite date
• meet- wish the Farmers Home
Almmistranon cvunty supervises:.
end evs-r• 'their farm and
S. •-••,• otans and !heir filled-in
• • •: book
In • the County Supervisor's
• analyze the prAtress,
.:•:• : and mistakt, For 'ex
„Imp., inetr rerords shr5
la cerain livnstock or ciam enter-
' prise failed to work 'sit setts-
' f I only. !hey loek fnr reasons
ice irrompfr freding- or
Ihrencia.g pne-irr •. ' inarifgyuate
d ,easoion,
,,r ri-r*.inza•lOrl. hi n •hses are
!early corre t heir pus-tsar
and continue practiees, se
ifar 51* t• year's pane
laze copcerned.
cerring Year. Raymond E Hogue,
County Superviser of the Farm- ffi 1 t t
as a guide"
The chairman explains that all
cotton acreage in the -County'
will be measured as soon as
possible after -the cron is planted
• determine_ CoMDliaBst with
the -acreage allotment marketing
'meta and soil bank programs.:
Whele compliance IS checked, the
farm will, -be considered to be
within the farm allotment or
!red acreage if the crop
plansed within the premessums
ert area
ANTIBIOTICS IN MILK
CALLED ADULTERATION
LEXINGTON, Ky. - If you
treat one of your dairy cows
for mastitis with penicillin - be
careful Shit yaii- --an not sell
the milk from the cow's infected
udder quarter.
Suck milk _•-• from treated-.
udder quarter - 'should be dis-
carded. or' used for purposes
other than human consumption.
for at least 72 hours after the
last treatment . This milk, says
the Kentucky Agricultural Ex-
tension Service dairy section, is
tronsidered adultered by l'he
Federal Food and Drug Adminis-
trat
Very small quantities of peni-
cillin in retail milk can cause
reactions on extremely penicillin'
semeitive individuals. the EDDA
gaff. eassirwnen miss saoreelitlee
penicillin is diluted with -penicil-
lin-free milk, the drug can cause
serious corn pl feat ion Tit penicillin=
sensitive persons. .
Penicillin in milk also renders
that milk unsuitable f,or process-
ing high quality dairy 'products,
such as cultured buttermilk. chl-
'tired cream., and a wide variety
of cheeses; the penicillin destroys
or idactivates) most of the
orlanisms Used for culturing such
products. ,
o Be Speaker
Dairy Meet
Garland Basiin, Field - Agent
in Dairying front the---College
of Agriculture. University of
Kentucky, will be "the featured
speaker at a dairy meeting to
be held at the Murray State
College Science Building on Feb.
8 at 7:00 pm.
Some of the topics that Baetin
will lead discussions in are,
dairy situations, outlook. fecatigg.
breeding, man'agement. and home
grown feeds and pastures.
Every dairy operator is cord-
ially invited to attend this im-
portant meeting and take part
in the discussions led by Mr.
Bastin. who is-known state-wide
as an miner in dairy problerns.
In addition to refreshments,
the Ryan Milk Company is offer-
ing door prizes which include a
10 gallon milk' can, supply of
I straine
r pads. a 14 qt. milk pail,
supply of •.ashing, powder, .and
a scrub brut. • - -- --
PROF. W. A. PRICE HONORED
Prof Walter A. Price, head
of the 'entomology and botany
department of the University of
Kentucky from 1929-56, US!, been
named the Man of 'he Year in
Service to Kentucky Agriculture
by t h e "Progressive 'Farmer"
magazine Prof Price was also
state entomologist and adminis-
s„s 444.meg._and_ r.>
seed laws of Kentucky
"Under his direction," says the
pubtiration, s' Kent uric yair
seed laboratory was modernized
and became one of the bee* in
the nation. His fair treatment
given all Cana cited under the
state's seed 'labeling laws has
won far'him the srespect of his
fellow Kentuckians."' .
Prof Price went on a change-
sit-work status at the University
ireeskeselay, w  July  19%7
•
sprayed plastic. 5.5 tons; im-
pregnated type. 4.2 tons:
SWEET CORN- Cheek 72 tons:
black plastic. 92 tons; aluminum-
sprayed. 11 9 tons; and impreg-
nated. 7 8 ',Inns.
LILA BEANS: Check. 2.3 tons:
black plastic. 2.9 tons: aluminum-
sprayed, 3.3 tons, impregnated,
2 5 inns.
SQUASH: Check. 60 tons;
black plastic, 8.3 tons; aluminum-
sprayed. 88 tons, and impreg-
nated. 8,8 tons.
TOMATOES: Check. 10 1 tons;
black plastic. 21 7 tons: alumin-
um-sprayed. 22 1 tons; impreg-
nated 20.2 tons.
BUSH BEANS: Check. 2.68
tons; black . plastic. 3 4 tons:
aluminum-sprayed. 3.4 tons; and
impregnated, 3.1 tons.
Emmert also tried the area-
Detiorning....., • State Popcorn ' ,•:e. is about 1.500 pounds per
The 10-seat .o.erage Kentucky
as Iowa 2007.
, ':'re. Loeffel etrid
Cattle Pays • Tests Show .
LEXINGTON - 
g
Dehnrn ood YieldsCca„„ te save shelter and feedin
'space. cut fighting injuries and
reduce death hiss. savs George
Pendergrass. Kentucky AgrIcul-
etral Extension Serviee beef
specialist.
rehorned cattle he says gen-
eralty brine 50 to 75 cews a
httnere:4 rmunds more thae girn-
caltlrf rum persons buying
feeder calves aged 6 to a months
Three dehrirning rre•hods are
-calves namely. mech..
ch•minal and c'e•-trical.
. _
-4"*”-- Par-- tene debtnessee 14
the mechan'eal device;' it takes
off hr"- a -half-inek to 3 inches
lone t ,s• nn easy. quick and
nosi•'•••• se • h-1 Check _an'mals
for h'eedine however. 
afterthe deb irn;ng; Use a coagu-
lent or lo-neasse or both if much
bleedina °mama.
The chemical method employs
•
LEXINGTON. Kv - Yield%
were' exce'lent for 25 vellqw
henria V.'.'white hybrid
rwsrsn ,,“ ,ei ,rn• .as" the Kentucky
Agometeral Exneriment Statism
seronomy department. on tests
457
•Fraele I on?." researeher said
les tests "Pr" er,,torted to
pzirwtrn var,eties dev-
,00-.4 bv ether strme and federal
%manna.,
.st eitinsell'e. yields asterism-
's. I 41 mewls -.sr sere. et
.̀stees-se 'he; Yield Was 3.244
shar arr."
noneorn
pen-, ;sr,* env.'-emrated in
th.s-̂  'WI, areas e•i•h some t
elso••nrhssnrs P"-"-r" 'act "Sr
el A004500 for Ken-
soma,- 1-i•rnerit• 111.. •taie Os the
els • nn "f non-
com morikiess behind Iowa. Inch-
Speaking of Massachusetts
alue - bloods - the haraeshoe
c:-ab found on Cape Cod is a
1.blue-blooded creature: - 1
caust it- sees or potalth as a ene , mid. Illinois. _ 
•
"stick" on masts, It is used on T.osiffel- said 'A- 411o.- 
end-4-
caves ore tia 10 days old. Treated five white hybrids 
eines."
calves should not* be turned at each Iniation. the W. 
C
back to dams for several hours [Di‘nean III farm at Hoo
kinseille
after treatment: should not be ender senervicion of the Penny- ,
tanned out in rainy weather royal Grain Te•tinv Association
for a few ciavs: and operators
should ,not touch the caustic.
Th eler'riral dehorner is used
on calves 2 weeks to 2 month,
old. This device must be held
on the horn long enough to
destroy the horn cell ring, and
must fit over the horn button.
Yearling and older cattle may
be dehorned with Levitt-type
clippers or a dehorning saw.
County agents can give Informa-
tion on these instruments.
a later crop. snay beans In this
case, he noted, the aluminum-
sprayed or aluminum-impregnat-
ed mulches generally might ck)
better than the straight black
plastic type This, is because the
snap beans are grown during
hot months, when the reflective
quality of the aluminum types
could keep the soils cooler' 'he
black ,plastic type absorbs heat.
The check produced 2365
bushels per acre the black
plastic. 323, the alum - num-spray-
ed type. 214. and -the aluminum's'
impregnated. 356 bushels p e r
coverage with black plastic on acre
"Wired bad" of Malty Uses ...
That's Story Behind Infrared Heat Lamps
By IRA MILLER
Farm Electrification Bureau
Heat lamps-hundreds of thou-
lands of them-are being used on
the farm these days in a wide va-
riety of ways. Infrared light broods
poultry and live stock; it warms
water, dries paint and helps farmers
right amount of heat energy are
quiet, relaxed and evenly spread out
in the radiated area. Those getting
too little or too much are restless
noisy, bunch and pile up together or
even shun the brooder area. _infra-
red lamps (tiller in several riffipecu
from incandescent lamps They give
off less visible light for Um same
HEAT LAMPS ... ao the job for skis cow and her calf.
start tractors easier in cold weather
Infrared radiation is an invisible
Somt of radiant energy. Materials
lake soil, animal and plant tissue
abeorb relatively large amounts of
infrared energy. Ordinary thermom-
eters are of little use In measuring
Infrared energy, since there Is no
correlation between the reading of
Lther,,m6o..me.ter ain di.the 
temper•ture
v"`" " r"" scrr "amP- • lamp holders: screw iampe Manly
„, _Lamm o in shallow porcelain
would be comfortable To quote into sockets; use only shallow re-
Ohio State University flto
Mlitout experts agree ther when deep 
ros o barn es 
toarl or l
a thoweirrersventihrele 
heat to
brooding poultry or livestock with escape: to minimize fire hazards
Infrared energy, better results are keep the bottom of lamps at least 15
obtained if a thermometer is not inches from all combustible material;
used because it only tends to con support lamps by • separate wire.
fuse the operator and influence his chain or bracket other than the cur'
better judgment The animals them- rent carrying wire; do not lay infra-
*elves are the best Indicator, as to red lamps on concrete Moors whe
n
whether Or not they are comfort- handling; do not allow energized
lampa to come in contact ivid5 any
Animals and birds receiving the cooler wall, surface or object.
And Mr.reav S.R.. College. tinder
direction of A: Carman.
In two-vesueste.e.is Purchie 2113_
(white wss the hest yielder.
averaeine 3.142 potinric per acre
and with §13.a per cent erect
plants. lonop 7. White. Yielded
2117 pounds per acre with a0
89.7 per cent erect plants In
the yellnws perdue 406 a•as
best, yielding 4 611 pounds per
acre and havine 110 6 erect plants:
Purchie 92 an old standby. yield-
ed 3 790 pounds and had 78 8
ner cent erect plans.
Some Yellows that looked pro-
rnasing in the 1957 trial were
Purdue Exp. 22156; Purdue Exp.
3323. Purdue Exp 6415: Purdue
Exp. 6448 Kansas P-I 116. Kansas
P-1101 Ge.irgia GACP 3999: and
Iowa 4259 A promising white
State champs in
4-H Achievement
State honors for 1957 were re-
ceived by two Kentucky 4-H'ers
for outstanding records In the
4-H Achievement program. They
were presented with certificates
of recognition for their contribu-
tion in club and community e
activities.
The winners are James Rag-
land, 18, of LaRue county, and
.femeS Regaend Mary Lee Coeds.
Mary Lou Condor. It of Mercer
county. Ragland was a state dele-
gate to the National 4-H (slob
Congress held recently in Chi-
cago. His trip and other achieve-
ment awards were provided by
Ford motor Co.
Both of these top ranking club
members are students at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky. Young Rag-
land Is an animal husbandry
snaitir, and intends to make Here-
ford 'cattle raising his career.
Mins Conder is a home economics
majhoerVT have demonstrated lead-
enshIp and championship ability
In 4-H many times.
Ragland bad the reserve cham-
pion 4-H beef female at the 1957
Kentucky State Fair In 1954, his
heifer placed first in the state,
and second in the Tennessee and
Indiana fairs.
Miss conder holds the state
championship in canning, and top
ham's in gardening and house-
keeping as well She won a total
of 270 ribbons and 35 medals for
hperorgramachi.evements.
The Cooper•tima Extension
rySeice directs this 4-H award
6
- MARKET REPORT
Murray Livestock Co.
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
January 28, 1958
TOTAL HEAD 899
Good Quality Fat Steers . $21.00-24.00
 1 
, .. ..
No. 2 Veals
40GS -
180 to 230 pounds  19.25
No. 1 Veals 29.95
27.10
Throwouts 7.00-24.80
Med. Quality Butcher Cattle 16.00-20.00
Baby B s  20.00-25.00s
Fat Cows, Beef Type  15.00-17.00
Canners and Cutters  10.00-12.00
Bulls  14.00-19.10
-VEALS -
Fancy Veals 32.50
wattage: have a much longer life
expectancy, are •vailable with
heat resistant glass for greater pro-
tection from breakage, and have
built-In reflectors for directing
energy.
Like all other products, there are
some precautions to follow in using
infrared lamps Here they are use
standard soft or tiiird glass infrared
c o ey FACcr
- coe/ FADED-CoeY 
F/fpf
FARMERS -HOME Owners
LET US
SPRAY
YOUR HOME,BARN or
BUSINESS HOUSE
• EXCELIENT WORK
• COMPLETE JOB
Metal Roofs Sprayed With Asphalt Base
Alpminum Paint
THIS WORK GUARANTEED
SURPLUS WORK CL
For Farmers, Fishermen, Welders, Body Men
In White, Khaki, Green, Blue
ALL POPULAR SIZES
GLINDEL REAVES
Lynn Grove Highway, Phone 184-W
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